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ORIGINAL c.tI\~:r: :~ I • "" .. to. • ..., 
OF POOR QUALITY 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The abll11t~ tc predict the aeroelastic response of 
~. 
aircraft wings is of increasing importance as attempts are 
made to reduce the weight of airc~aft wings. One of the 
methods presentll being explot-ed to reduce weight is the use 
I , 
I 
of a flutter suppression system (FSS> to reduce the required 
structural stlffness of the wing. The wing must be stiff 
enough to :rem.?!n vibrationally stable (positive damping) 
throughout tt~ flight envelope. If the wing is. not 
vibrational·, '-.lc\ble. lt will flutter and possibly cause the 
loss of tht? J.' r , r af t. 
Th is pape. explains a method for predicting the 
vibratl ona1 st~bility of an alrcraft with an analog active 
ai leron F5S. Actlve alleron refers to the use of an actlve 
control systP~ ~onnected to the aileron to damp vibrations • 
. , 
Wing VI L' "Ott. 0:-'5 are sensed by accel erometers and the 
informatl::' 1~ used to deflect the aileron. AerodynamIc 
forces c;,Llsed b, the aileron jeflection oppose wlng 
vibratIons and effectively add additional damping to the 
system. 
An assumed mode vibrational analysis approach is used 
with additlonal terms added to include the unsteady 
aerodynamics of a vibrating wing and the control system 
feedback. The assumed modes used are the actual vibration 
modes of the air~raft plus an aileron mode. The unsteady 
aerodynamic affec~s, modeled by the third order pade 












ORIGINAL PiV:'Z' is 
OF POOR QUALITY 
"Ap~lications of L~place Transform Methods to Airfoil Motion 
and Stability Calculations", are used as the forcing 
fun~tions for the vibration. 
A computer program called "SAFSS" was written to 
determine the vibrational stability of an aircraft wing 
using the method described above. The input information 
needed to use 'SAFSS" .:;onsists of: the natural frequencies 
of vibration, the generalized mass for each mode, the 
generalized ferce matrices for the mach number of interest, 
the control :~w matrices and the alleron deflections for 
each mode. 'SAFSS" produces a root locus plot f~om a CalComp 
plotter and ~ risting of the freqUenCies and damping • 
A compart.on bet~een predicted and flight test data for 
the DAST ARW-l vehicle is made. CAST stands for drones for 
aerodynamic .'l.nd structural testing. ARW-l stands for 
aeroelastlc ,''i'search Wing nLlmber one. The DAST ARW-l 15 a 
modlfled Flrebee II target drone fuselage mated to the ARW-l 
wing (see ~lqure 1). ARW-! . co SLlperCr"""1 t 1 cal. sweptback. 
transport-type wing with an aspect ratlo of 6.8 and a 
performance design point of mach 0.98 at 45,000 feet. The 
ARW-l wing is designed to be susceptible to flutter and is 
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CHAPTER 2 
VibRATION MODEL OF WING IN STILL AIR 
Sinc~ tlutter ib a vibration problem, it would seem to 
be a reasonable idea to start with a basic vibrational approach 
and work up tc T.he harder aspects one at a time. This section 
will revie~ thF basic equations of the "assumed modes" method 
(som~times calldd Rayleigh-Ritz method) used to solved vibration 
problems. 
An ~ilcr~ft wing can be treated as a norma) beam if no air 
is flowi!;!!. 0\'f r it. Because the aircrafti!<- symmetrical. two 
types of vjhration are possible: the sym;netric case where both 
wings vibrate 180 degrees out of phase. The sy~~etric and 
asymmetrIc \ibrations do not couple with eachother so two separate 
analyse~. 10111 ;)(> rUIl. The equations used to determine ~he 
frequencie~ an~ dampillG of the system arc identical so no dist-
inc-tion lS made' l,,~th"l'en the symrilctric and asymmetric cases . 
Using the 0rthogonal normal modes (vibration modes) of the 
wing and generalized terms, each vibration mode can be written 
as a function of one variable and it's derivatives. The equations 
of motion are represented by 
(m.) * u." + (b.) * u.· + (k.) * u. = 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Where "m." is the generalized mass, "b." is the generalized 
1 1 
damping, "k." is the generalized stiffness with "i" represent 
1 







. : 1 ~u11 UI \ [M] = ml 0 0 . 
) ll2 } 0 m2 0 . 
< U3 ~. 0 0 m3 .0 ~ 





0 0 :l [K] = kl 0 0 :l 0 b2 0 0 k2 . 0 
0 0 b 3 0 0 0 k 0 3 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 0 0 k n n 
the vibration equations can be written as one matrix equation 
[M]t.li' '}+ LB] D' o.:]tU(= 0 
Usinc the fact that CU' is equal to r'), and reorderinc the above 
equation, the vibration equations can be w~itten as: 
IOU' - 0 I U; [ J t "' l J~" o m u 3: -K -B u.~
The left side of the above equations can be simplified by 
multyplying by the inverse of the left hand square matrix. 
The inverse is 









Since eM] is a diagonal matrix, CMJ is a diagonal matrix 




o m 0 
. 2 
. . 0 
l~ 0 0 0 o m n 













Multiplying both sides by the inverse solves the equations 
for the deri vat i yes of "U". 




I Ji' U', 
-1 ? 
-M B U·; 
-1 
Because both [MJ and (KJ are diagonal matrices, their 
product will also be a diagonal matrix • 
. - 1 
[n = f:,/m, (M) 0 (1 









(I (I (I (I 0 k 1m 
n n 
-1 
The same statement holds true for the product of (YJ and 
(8J. 
5 







(B] = r b 1m 
... 
(M] 0 0 (I 
1 1 
0 b 1m 0 0 
2 ., .... 
0 (I b 1m 0 
3 3 
o o o o 0 
: 1m JI 
i'1 n 
Two relationships that are helpful in solving vibration 
problems are 
l~ 1m = w **2 
i i i 
b 1m =. 2*d *w 
i i i i 
where "w .. is the nat.ural frequency and "d " IS the damping 
i i 
factor. Substituting these relationships into the matrices 
.. 
-1 
[M] [K] = 
-1 























2*d *w (I 
2 2 
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The natural frequency for a structure can be obtained from 
any progra~that doe~ vibrational analysis such ~s "NASiRAN" or 
from a ground vibration test (a test in which the structu~e is 
shaken). Damping factors ar~ harder to come by theoretically 
so a value is usually assumed. Tile wing pr ides only a small 
amount of damping so a small value, su..:h a.1 0.01)5, can be assum(d. 
7 
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CHAPTER 3 
AERODYNAMIC INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS 
The oscillatory motion of an aircraft wins in fliGht will produce 
oscillatory forces on the wing. As the wing oscillates up and down. 
the deflection and its derivatives cause an effective angle of attac~ 
which changes the lifting forces on the win~. Likewise. as the wing 
oscillates torsionally. the changes in pitch ~nd its derivatives will 
produce changes in the lift. 
The oscillation of the lift on the \.:illg .h'U- .15 ;} forcing function 
to the King vibration and must be included 1n th~ vibration equations. 
The 11ft can be included in the followi~C manner 
l M 1 't u"S + ( B J t u·~ .. l K ) ) 11~ ft.? 
~ ~ 
"I:<'~~' ~ 1.~ rcpresent~ the oscillatory dt'rodYlldr.>ic loads (r,C'llcraliz£'c 
torn'sl, The a.!t'odynamic loads can be defined in th<' l.aplace form to 
t't: 
L(s) = q ,~ [Q(s) 1 ,,: tU~ 
when' "q" is th,' dynami:: pressure and (Q( s) 1 represent s the aerodynamic 
• influence coefficients • 
The [Q(s») matrix is determined by curve fittinc th. aerodynamic 
influence coefficients (AICs) calculated at several vibrational frequencies. 
AICs for several reduced frequencies can be calculated by using a doublet 
lattice routine or some other unsteady ncrodynamics routine. The 
8 
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AICs are a function of the reduced frequency and the mach number. The 
reduced frequenc) (k) is defined as 
k :: (b ~ wI I v 
wherE! "bOO is th€.' ~emi-span. "w" is the frequency of oscillation and "v" 
is the free stream velocity. A nondimensional form of [Q(s)] can be 
assumed to he 
'-1 
l Q( s ' ) 1 ( ~, , I t l:ll' 1 ) 2 '~([PI'H:;') ... [P2'ls' + (Pl'!) 
where HI'J. tP}'1. ,P3'! and (RO'] are constants determined by p~r' 
formin~ a least squares curve firt on the AICs calculated at the 
different reduced freqH(,llcies. The "s'" is used to indicate a function 
. of reduced frequency instead of oscillatory frequency • 
Rewriting thi5 Pluation as a function of the oscillation frequency 
rl'"ult~ ~:t 
- 1 2 
! Qt:, ) j f.sl'~b/\· " lIW' ,', ([PI' j(s'~L/\') :; (1'2' Js'~bl\' + [p3' J) 
Multiplying (Q(s)} by U and !abeling the product~Xf 
~ X 1:. [Q( s) 1\ VI 
The above eq~ations can be rewritten by substitutins in for [Q(5») and 
rearranging 
(51 + (RO')*v/b) 1x~ = ([Pl')(s)2 ~ h/v + [P2'Js + [P3'} t: v/h)lL1 
.~or the l'ase of writing and to agree with the nomenclature used hy other 
authors the following notation will be used~ 
9 
•.. --~" ... ...." .... ..:-~~ .. :-.~--""~.~--~. ~ 41 ...... ;~- '-- .~ 
[ROJ : v/b*CRO"J 
(PI) ~ b/v*CP1'J 
[P2J ;: (P2"] 
~?3l = v/b*tP3"] 
Note that tPt), [P2], [P3J and (ROJ m~st be recalculated for 
each dlfferent mach number~ Using the above notion and 
taking the previous equation out of Laplace form, 
tI)(X'; - [P1]{U"} = -tRO]{X} + (P3l{U} + CP2){UP} 
RememberinG that 
(Ml W"' ~ + (BJ W' ~ + (t-:l {u} = {U 
and 
~.L; "'- Q * {Xl 
the vibratJcn pcuatlons can be wrltten as 
[: (, °1 U' M 0 U' • 
-PI IJ X' [
I.) 1 0 ]{"U ' .. 
= -t< -B qI u.~ 
P3 P: -RO X J 
Taking the inverse o~ the left hand slde 
-1 
[: ~l I 0 01 (1 -1 0 M 01 = M -1 0 -Pl IJ PUM 
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(u.) I 0 ~1 fO I 0 f' -1 ~j~ ~:] :: 0 M ~-K -B qI -1 0 PUN P3 P2 -RO 
.J 
the vibration equations can be written as 
EJ r 
I 0 f~] -1 -1 -1 .,. -M *K -M *8 M *q -1 -1 -1 P3-Pl*M 8K P2-P1*M *8 -RO+PUM *q 
The dbove equation can be used to solve for the 
frequency and damping of the open -loop aircraft wing 
vibration. 
11 
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Although the procedure for putting a control law into 
matri~ form is fairly standard~ a few steps can be taken to 
simplify the solution of the vibration equations. In 
addition~ part of the contrel law must be used elsewhere in 
the anal ysi s(see chapter 5). 
A control law is defined as the output of a system 
divided by the input of a system. The input signal for this 
analysis is an accelerometer signal and the output is the 
deflection of the aileron. The num~rator and denominator of 
the control law are generally wri tter. as the prodLlct of 
several first and second order Laplace polynomials (see 
figure 6). Part of the control law. a second order 
polynomial from the denominator and a constant from the 
numerator 
2 
g(s) = k / (s + c*s + k) 
where "k" and "c" are constants~ must be used for the 
aileron vibration mode (see chapter 5). The entire control 
law is equal to the product of its parts so 
6(5) = 6' (5) * 9 (s) 
where 6(s) is the ~ntire control law~ G' (s) is the control 
law without the aileron term and g(s) is the aileron term. 
The portion of the control law that needs to be put 
into matrix form is G' (s). Keeping in mind that the input to 
12 








G'(s) is the accelerometer signal and the output is a state space vector. 
the following equation can be written 
G' (5 . V(s)!an(s) 
where "an" is the accelerometer signal and "V" is a state space vector, 
Taking G'(s) out of the Laplace form and putting it into state vector 
differential equation form results in the following equation 
tv'!, fAJ Y + (G]\anl 
\v,. ! IIJV~ 
where the matrices IAI. [G] and (H] have no unique solution but depend 
on the state v~rtor~ \yl, 
In order to keep the vibration equations as simple as possible. it 
is desirable tn have [G] and (H] contain as many zeros as possible. If 
the denominator ~f G'(s) is at least 3, orders larger than the numerator. 
(G 1 and Illl can Le constructed to each contain only one nor,-zero tent .. 
G'(s) can ~c broken up into the product of its second order (~l 
smaller) polyno~ials of the form 
2 2 S'(s) = (s + a*s +b) ! (s + c*s +d) 
n 
where &'(5) is a portion of G'(s), "a", "b", "c" and "d" are constants 
n 
Assuming that gl'(s) is of the form 
Sl'(s) 1 1(5 + d) 
and &2'(5) is of the form 
13 























L Li ,#' ---,-,---,. 
, . 
. ,
2 g '(s) = 1 , (s + c*s +d) 2 . 
(Gl and (H] can be forced to have a minimum of terms. By assigning the 
state vectorslylto bp the unlabeled inputs and outputs to each portion 
of the control law 
gI' (5) = y / an 
&2'(S) = YL' Y1 
the following equations can be written 
y , 
1 '" 1*v + an - I 
y' ~ y 
2 3 
Y • 
3 Y1 d'~\' - c~:y ' 2 3 
Note that the aLceleromet.:!l' signal, "an" is used only once, meaning that 
tel contains only one non-zero value. Assigning the state vectors tY} in 
this manner also causes [Hj to contain only one non-zero value. 
14 
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INCl.\Il'lNG CONTROL LAW IN VIBRATION EQUATIONS 
The movement ot theaileron will have two effects on the vibration 
equations. The firbt will be the addition ofa mode shape (the aileron 
mode) and the calculation of AICs for the mode. The second will be the 
introduction of nondiagonal terms t6 1M] due to the addltionof non-
orthogonal aileron mode. 
In order t~}. inciude the aileron as a vibration mode. terms for the 
generalized mas~, g~nerdlized ~tiffn~~s. and ~ampinr tern, must be used. 
In th(' preViO\I~ chapter th~' control la ... lOas divided up Into tlOO parts 
G(~) 'G't,,) .~ I;(s) 
~here G'(s) lo1as put into state vector differential form and g(s) was of 
the form 
I~ ( s / i', (~ + ~ a';' S + k A ) 
.t.. ... '.t,.\t.:d I" '!o< ".~t ,Ila:.t<::l the output ot G'(s) is 1v~' Since the output 
c·! I'(~' l~ '~If ." il'IV:, Ql'tl'·ction, th.:: follo~ing equation must be U'Ul' 
r',t :".id,. 





+ D * U f + k * u 
























Solvillgthe above equation for "u "te 
a 
U o. ; -k * u - b * u ' + k * V 
a a a a a a 
The vibration mode for the aileron can th&n be defined as having a 
generalized mass of 1.0, a generalized stiffness of k • and a 
a 
generalized damping term of b • 
a 
The input to the control law was described in the previous 
chapter as ~he si~na! from the accelerometer. The accelerometer 
signal is the accpiclation at the accelerometer location. Since 
the vibration model is ~ased on superposition, the acceleration 
at any point, due te the k'th vibration mode, is equal to the 
acceleration statP ve~tor for the k'th vibration mode multiplied 
by the deflection k'th mode shape at that:. point. Therefore, 
an '" 2: [k * u k 
where "an" is the accelerometer signal ... uk·· .. is the acceleration 
of the k'th vilH-at 1011 mode and "r, .. is the deflection at the 
i, 
accelcrometel I oea t i0t' j or rtH? k' th mode shape. Ewpressing "an" 
in matrix w)tat 101. 
!an ~" l !J t ~ t .. ~ 
where (D] is a ro~ matrix containing the modal vibration deflections 



















A conversion factor may be needed between the units of the 
analysis and the units of the control law. If the control law is 
designed to convert a signal from S's (acceleration of gravity) 
to degrees deflection of the aileron, and the units being used in 
the analysis are in~hes and seconds, a conversion between the 
model and the real system must be made. Using the above example, 
the control law would have th£> units 
G(s) AD (degrees) I an (gravities), 
and the analysis would require the units: 
. 2 G(s) ~ ua lmodal deflection) * c / an (in/sec ) 
where G(s) is the control law, "AU" is the aileron deflection, 
"u" is the state space notation for the aileron mode and "e" 
2 
is the conversion factor. The conversion from g's to in/sec 
is simply 
.) 2 
1 g (32.2 ft/ser-) * (12 in/ft) 368.4 in/sec 
and assuming tha! a 10 degr· .. r ,1,d l\:ct iOll of tile a:i leron is 
equivalent to the aIleron mod .. 
1 degree I/lO dl'fll'ctiol! ",0':1(' 
Therefore, the conversion factor is determined to be 




..., .. ,'~-."'- --~ 
t. 
." 
The equations related to the aileron mode and control law are 
\y'1= [A]~Y~+ [G]t~n~ 
lVJ = [HllYS 
l a rii = lDJ1U' '! 
u • '= -k * u - b * u • -I- k * c *lv1 
a a a a a a 
Combining the above equations, the following state vector equations 
can be obtained; 
lY'5= LA]1Y~+ [G)[D)iu"~ 
u " ': -k * u - b * u • + k * c * [H]1Y~ 
.a a a a a a 
The aileron mode is not orthogonal to the other vibration mudes so 
nondiagonal terms will be introd·uced into (I1J and/or [K). In the case 
being examined here, there is no coupling bet\o:een modes in lKi but therc: 
is coupling in [M]. The terms in [M) are defined as 
ro.. (fr. (x,y) * I". (x,y) *'f(x.y) dx dy 
1) ), 1 J 
where "m .... is th·~ eleo::.ent ij of the generalized mass matrn; "r." an{j 
1) 1 
"r." are deflections at the point (x,v) due to th€" l'th <lnr. j'th mnde J . . 
shapes, Clnd .. " .. is the density of the wi.ng at point (x.y). Because 
the deflection of th( aileron mode is ze·LO everywhere' excppt the aileroll. 
the integral will only be non-zere over the aileron. Assuming the aileron 
is rectangular and has a constant mass distribution, the generalized mass 





















m = -m * r * (r /3 + (r 
ia at il il 
- r )/2) 
it 
Where "m n is the generalized mass of i'th row and the column rep-
i3 
resenting the aileron mode; "m" is the mass of the aileron;"r "is the 
at 
deflection of th~ trailing edge of the aileron for the aileron mode shape; 
"r n"is the deflection of leading edge of the aileron for the i I th mode 
shape; and "r .. is the deflection of the trailing edge of the aileron 
it 
for the i'th modE shape. Assuming that the aileron mode is placed last, 
[M] would then be written as 
[M] '"'ll 0 0 





o o o 

















































o I (V'. 
, , 
k CH~' ) U' J 
a I 
o X "-/ 
A Y \ 
..... ) J' . 
The inverse of the square matrix on the left is 
19 
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,ws.-Vf.w--------- . ~. 
-1 
01 fr °l rr 0 0 0 0 = -1 
l: M 0 0 10 M 0 :J G -,--PI I 0 PIN r -1 -GO 0 r GDM 0 
Multipling beth sides by the inverse and simplifying 
U~ "\ = 10 r 0 0 
-1 -1 
-1 -1 
U' • I , -M I< -M B M q M kacH 
-1 --1 
-1 -1 
X' I , P3-P1M ,,---, P2-PIM B -RO+P1M q PIM kacH / X 
-1 -1 -1 -1 
y' J I-GDM 1< -GOM B GDM q A+GDM k cHI I" Y 
a 
-1 -1 
Because of the aileron mode, the EM KJ 7 [M Bl and 
-1 
EM ql are no longer diagonal. Assuming that the aileron 
mode is placed last 
-1 fk M ,,- = 1m (I " 
1 1 
(> k 1m 





M B = I b 1m 0 
1 1 I() b 1m 


















~ -------.n.~_---.~~-:: ....... 
k tm 1m 
a 1a 1 
k *m 1m 
a 2a 2 




b tern 1m 
a. la 1 
b tm 1m 
.. 'l 2a ., .. 
b *m 1m 
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CHAPTER 6 
ANALYSIS OF DAST ARW-l 
The computN progt'am "SAFSS" (Stability Analysis of Flutter 
Suppression Syst~lns) was written to implement the analysis approach 
presented in chapters 2-5 (see figures 2 and 3). The input information 
to "SAFSS" consists ot the generalized force matrices. the control law 
matrices, thpG~nrral'lPd mass, natural frequency. and thr aileron 
deflections frr "deh nJotie. In order to obtain th~ input information. 
oth~r computrr plofram~ wrrr used. 
The finit~ ~Iement analysis portion of the computet rrorra~ "NASTRAS" 
and dn input til. ~rovlded by NASA Langley Kerc used to calculate the 
firs: t.m natllt.!l fn-qupncies ant.! mode shape!: of the DAST ARW-l. Tl:e 
aileron mo~~ ~hape wa~ thell substituted for one of the ri~id hod~ mode~ 
('a 1 cuI a t C'd b\ "~r\ STRA;\" • The mode shapes wert" ttl.;n illp>.! 1 t.:.; t.he doub 1" : 
~attiCt· ~)(}ttl ;., ·'\· .... ST!{A~U ~uld used to <. .. ol('ul~~te tLt ,-.\'~~-ll1\"Ht!:'~~ 
influence ,0.-tf1"\--0(" '"Il") .:l.t fiftcl'll I'educed trc'lu.:'nc1,'" if.>.' : ;fl-l' 
.:~), T~,(' padt, .. q~tic1··\.,~~niat\~ curVt' fitting routine uQUF.FITu t.1~l~ci the AIt!" 
at the reuucNj t!'.:~u~·ncies to calculate the generalized fore.' r.:3tric\~s 
(sce figurl! 5). 
The contruJ l.:t~ for the third tcst flight of DAST ARW-l ~as obtain~d 
! 1'0:1; :-;ASA Langl('v .:tIll! is shown in figure 6. The port ion uf tIll' contI',.1 
law uscd for the aileron mode was 
2 2 2 
C(s) = (1256.6) I (s = 502.75 + (1256.6) ) 
L __ ----
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Therefore~ the aileron mode had a naturdl frequency of 
1256.6 hertz and 4 damping factor of 0.2. The remaining 
terms of the control l~w were pui into matrices b~ the 
program "CONTRL". 
The input file documentation needed to use the computer 
program "SAFSS" is presented in appendix B and a listing of 
th~ program 1S In appendix C. A sample input file for the 
DAST ARW-l symmetrlc • • 825 mach ",Imber, 15.000 feet altitude 
case l~ presented 1n appendi:: D. The output ~or the sample 
cC\se- 1: ;::cnt.:unE'd 1n appendl.: E. 
-~. 
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t::IIAPTER 7 
FLIGHT TEST !.lATA 
Data from tilt- tf.1 t,'d test fl ight of the DAST ARW-l test vehicle was 
collected by the NASA, Dryden Fl ight Test Research Center. TheDAST was 
launched from a B-S2 aircraft and remotely piloted to an altitude of 
'\ 
15,000 ft. Tcstln~ ~db performed at the following mach numbers; 0.70. 
0.75, O.7'~. O.iV and 0.825. 
Th~ wing ~a~ vtnrationally excited at each mach number to determine 
the vibrationil} atJlI ity. Excitation of the wing was product·(j by 
oscillatinc tho dlJ~t,)n in a continous frequency sweep from lU to 40 her~~. 
Excitation Sl';('('P;\ ..,.-;:. perfol'lnE'd Io'lth tt,\'; flutter suppression syster., 
"\ 
,fSS) on and/or "tt(d~·pendinl~ on the predicted stability at the test 
point) for both .;ym.rnl:'tric and asymmetric cases. 
The FS~ tlSu.i j(H the !)I\Sl ARW-l is active aileron control .. hie!; 
o;:>erat .. " It. II" ,!o;l.'I-·lnp :r:anr.cr. Elc("trical signals fron: !OU~' aCC'l!l-
t'n.'ITIl'tcr,.. (t .. , !,,' .,: "c in the fuselaGe and one in each lo<ing) an~ sellt t· 
a. (()mpt'H~ .. lt;;.:. '''' ·"l!lpl'( •. ~ator !'epal'atl'~ the symmetl·l(" •• ,s\'rmll~tl"jc, at. 
rigid bod~ mot iOll~ tll\'Tl Sl gnals the actuators to hydraul ically move tltp 
ailerons. A til'll tllstory of tile accelerometer signals is used to cal-
cuI ate the frequ~nci~~ of vibration and da~ping factors. 
/ 
BecaUSl' of .it. etroI' it, n ..... i~l!ll(·l:1entatiC'n of the control 1 a;.;. the 
FSS was operated at one-half of the designed gain. This error caused 
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of one-half to be compared with predictions fora gain 
factor of one. As a result, the DAST ARW-l ~ .. ith the FSS on 
entered a flutter region near mach 0.825 at 15,000 ft. and 







The natural frequencies for the symmetric case of DAST ARW-l obtained 
from the proeram "NASTRAN" and from a ground vibrations test (GVT), are 
presented in Tabl€ 1. For the frequency range of interest (10-40 hertz), 
the predicted and a~tual frequencies agree to within 0.5 hertz. The 
first wing bending mode is of special importance because the aircraft 
fluttered in that moue. "NASTRAN" predicted the first bending mode to 
have a natural frequency of 9.1 hertz. The actual \'alue was 9.6 hert.z. 
The mode shapes and natural frequency were used to calculate .the 
generalized force matrices therefore a 5% error could be considered 
large. 
The data taken at mach 0.755 is believed to be unreliablp because 
the wing showed uninitiated oscillations. possible due to atmospheric 
turbulence. The FS5 {flutter supprcsslon sy!tt'm) I-;as left on for· 
velocities of mach 0.755 ~nd above. The ~ss off ~ata for mach.G.755 and 
above was calculated from FSS on information. Vue to an error in the 
implementation of the control law, the FSS on condition ~as operating at 
one-half the desired gain (K=.5) for the test flight. 
Table 2 shows the relationship between the predicted and experimental 
vibrational frequencies with the FSS offand Table 3 sho~s the relationship 
with the FSS on. The aVEr.age error in frequency for the FSS (.ff condition 
is 5% while tbe error for the FSS on condition is 8%. 
26 
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The FSS increased the vibrational frequency from 13.91 hertz to 19.93 
hertz.· The analysis predicted the effect of the FSS quite well as ~n 
increase from 14.54 to 21.58 hertz. 
A Graph of root locus versus mach number for the 15,000 ft. altitude 
case for the first wing bending mode is shown in Figure 7. Three gain 
factors are plotted: full gain (K=l, the designed gain factor), half 
gain (K=.5. toe actual Fss on gain) and no gain (K=O, the FSS oft gain). 
The root locus plot is interpreted by noting that as the real term 
approaches the imaginary axis from the negative real side, the system 
becomes less stable. As the iuaginary axis is crossed from the negative 
real to the positive real, the system goes from stable (no flutter) to 
unstable (flutter). The experimental results are shown to be consistently 
less damped and of a lower frequency than the predicted values. Trends 
seem to be predicted well, however more data is neede~to draw any conclusions. 
The predictions presented here are not the outcome of a single 
analysis. but rely on finite element. unsteady aerodynamic~ and vibrational 
analysi~ ,,'lich tend to reduce the accuracy. The small diffcrenc(' I.:liil', 
resulted can be caused by the inaccuracy (5%) of the finite element 
analysis alone. 
27 





A method for analysis of an active aileron control 
flutter suppression system has been explained and compared 
with flight data. The method was shown to produce reasonable 
results but relies heavily on finite element and unsteady 
aerodynamic analysis. The ablility of the finite element 
routine to match the mode shapes and natural frequencies of 
the ground vibration test will have a large affect on the 
accuracy of the flutter analysis. 
Future wor-k in this area will move toward digltal 
instead of analog control systems. Digital systems will 
reduce space and weight requirements as well as make 
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TABLE 1 
NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF VIBRATION MODES PREDICTED BY NASTRAN 
AND MEASURED DURING GROUND VIBRATION TEST 
i ·Mode frequency (hertz) 
I NASTRAN GVT , 
1 First wing bending 9.1 9.6 I 
I I First fuselage bending 16.5 16.2 t I 
I Wing bending-torsion 29.6 29.1 I 
TABLE 2 
VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES OF FIRST WING BENDING MODE 
PREDICTED BY SAFSS AND OBTAINED FROM FLIGHT TESTS 
FOR FSS OFF AT 15000 FT. 
-----,---.. T 
Mach Number Frequency (hertz) , 
SAFSS I Flight Test 
I 
.75 13.24 I 12.25 
I 
.80 . 15.54 j 13.91 
'--_____ _ .. -I- -1_._. __ . _____ _ 
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VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCY OF FIRST WING BENDING MODE 
PREDICTED BY SAFSS AND OBTAINED FROM FLIGHT TEST 
FOR FSS O~ AT 15000 FT. 
Mach Number Frequdncy (hertz) i 
I 
SAFSS Flight Test 
.80 21.58 19.93 
~ . 8=~ 21.71 20 • 
Wing Span: 14.5 ft. 
Airfoil: Supercritical 
Aspect Ratio: b.8 ___ Acc:el erometer 
FSS Control surfa~ 

























Figure 2. Flow Diagram of Program "SAFSS" 
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Figure 3. Flow Diagram ~f Main Subroutine of "SAFSS" 
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Figure S. Block Diagram of Computer Programs Part 2 
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This appendix cuntains a description of the input file for the 
computer proeran: "SAFSS" (Stability Analysis of Flutter Suppression 
System). This program is designed to use the output of an aerodynamic 
! 
influence coefficient curve fi aing routine has outline,d by Edwards in 
"Applications ot Laplace Transfornl Methods to Airfoil Motion and Stability 
Calculations". 
The input infor,~ation includes the aerodynamics, the control law. and 
infor~ation about e~~h mod~, such generalized mass. frequency of 
oscillation in $til; air and physical info.mation about the wing. The 
input is Group~d into four blocks. The first block contains information 
about the analysis uptions and the size of the problem. The second has 
all the information about the control law. The third block contains all 
:he aerodynamic matrices and mach number. The last block contains the 
~ins vibration and ~ode shap~ information. 
The term "(,;arc" means that all tIlt' i!liun:lat ion is contained on one 
cdrd. 'Th~ term"car~ s~t" will refer to a Group of cards that contain the 
stated information. Card sets usually contain matrices. Matrices will 
be read in by rows (first row, second row etc.). The last value in a 
row of a matrix will be the last value read from that card. As an example. 
d t~~ by ten ~atrix to bp illput ~ith only eight values read from each card. 
will need two cards for each row. The first card for each row will contain 















last two .. 
Variable Name Column tt Format 
Description 
CARD BLOCK 1 $********~**************a$~~a~~~$************** 
CARD 1:---------------------------------~-------------------
I!Ib!ii~l 1-46 6A8 
The tItle C\nd/or description desired on the data output 
and the root lQCUS plot. The time and date will be supplied 
by the computer' . 
CARD 2:------
~!;;e~!i 1-5 IS 
The numbe~ of dlfferent altItudes that calculations are 
to be performed at. 
'::!QR§: ~ 1 .~, 15 
The number' of VIbration modes ~eing used for the 
calculations. Must include the aileron mode. 
!:1eb!i8~ 11-15 IS 
The number of the vibration moce that contains the 
aileron mode. Usually the first or the !ast. 
~§B!tH 16-20 IS 
The type of arithmetic progression desire~for the gain 
factor, (1=linear.2=geometric). 




















." .- Q 
,'\.: 
geom~tric (0.,.25,.5,1.0,2.0,4.0,8.0) 
NGAINS 21-25 IS 
The number of ~ain factors to be analyzed including zero. In the 
example above, ['otb linear :and geometric have 7 ga.in factors. 
GAINUP ·26-35 FlO.6 
The desired value of the first gain factor after the pole (0.0). 
Both the linear and leometric series in the above example have a value of 
.25. 
IEGVEC 36-40 IS 
If the eigt!n"'f''':t~'rs an' to be printed. use the number "1". If any 
other number is. t01H1.1 the eigenvectors \o.'ill not be orinted. 
CLEN 41-50 Flu.£. 
The span of the ;.ling. I t is 11sed in the doublet lattice rout ine as 
the reference length to calculate the reduced frequenc). 
IPL1' 51-'i5 I~, 
If a root :"C'I~. ;)jot i~ ,jI'Sll"·o,!. 
number is USoeG. 1,(. plut :"'11: : •• ,: .. Id.,, 
YMAX Sb-V Flu. () 
St .'quoll t(, ., \" , If any other 
The maximum frequency (rad/sec) that is of interest. This valup is 
used in plotting only. and does not effect the calculations. 
40 
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Al.T(I) 1-80 8FlO.6 
This card(s) contains the altitudes to be used in the calculations. 
The maximum number ofaltitudes that can fit on one card is 8. If more 
than 8 altitudes ar~ desired additional cards must be used • 
CARD BLOCK 2 ** ... ":****'***********"~*~~l'":**')·:\":*** ... ';** ... ':****'******* ... ': ... -:--:: ... ,:**** ... ': ... ,;* 
This set of cards is obtained from the "Contrl" program as output. 
The entire block of cards is produced and order ready to be inserted into 
this data card deck . 
CARD 4:-------------~-----------------------------------------------
NCONTR 1- 5 15 
The size of the control matrix . 
CARD SET 5:----------------------------------------------- ----------
AC(LJ) 1-80 4E20.13 
This set of cards contains the "A" matrix of the control lal'. It 
is a square matrix with dimensions NxN, wherein the order of the control 
matrix (does not include the terms used as the aileron mode). 
CARD SET 6:---------------------------------------------------------
GC(I.l) 1-80 4£20.13 
This set of cards contains the "G" matrix of the control law. It 
is a row matrix with lxN dimensions, where N 
41 
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is the order of the control matrix. 
CARD SET 7:----------------------------------------------------------
HC(l.J) 1-80 4E20.13 
This set of cards contains the "H" matrix of the control law. It 
is a column matrix with Nxl diminsions, where N is the order of the control 
matrix. 
CARD BLOCK 3:******************************~k*************~~****1~*** 
This block of cards contains the PI', P2', P3', and RO' matrices 
as described by Edwards (ref. I, 2, 3 and 4). This block of cards is 
designed to be used as a unit. There is no need to separate the infor-
mation in this block at any time. 
CARD 8:---------------------------------------------------------------
~:ACH 1-10 nO.6 
The mach number at which the calculations of the unsteady aC'n-
dynamics I-;ere performed at are included here. The unsteady acrodyrt.lit;l( 
data is only valic for one Mach number. 
CARD 9:---------------------------------------------------------------
ISYM 1-5 L5 
This states whether the analysis is for a symmetric or assymett'ic 
case, where "T" is for the symmetric and "F" is for the asymmetric case. 
These parameters have no effect on the problem, but docs label the type 
of problem be:~g solved. 
CARD SET: -------------------------------------------------- ------- ----,--
42 
























PI{K.L) 1":SO 4£20.13 
This set of cards contain the PI' matrix. This matrix' is square of 
dimension MxM, where M is the number of mode shapes. One card is needed 
for ever'y S elements in a row and there are M ·rows. 
CARD SET 11: ----------.--------------.:---------------------------------
P2([,L) I-SO 4£20.13 
Same as card set 10 except .that it is the P2' matrix 
CARD SET 12:-----------------------~--------~---_---------------------
P3(K,L) 1-80 4£20.13 
Same as can: seI 10 except that it is the P3' matrix • 
CARD' SET I),: -------- - --------:----:..---- ------------.--------------------
RO(K,L) 1-80 4£20.13 
Same as card set 10 except that it is the RO' matrix • 
CARD BLOCK 4 ,~******,~****,"c*,~,·'***'':*"::*1<******"!::*1:***·:r._A *_A::I; *,~ A***-I."********-t."* 
This card bloc~ contains the physical characteristics of the wing 
and should remain the same throughout the analysis. 
'CARD SET 14: ------------ --.-:-- ------------ -----------------------------
OMEGA(I) 1-80 SFIO.6 
This card contains the vibrational frequency of each mode sha?e. 
It is important that the order of the mode shapes is the same as the 
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for the aileron mode is obtained from the Z'nd order term of the control 
law and was not input in the "Control" program. 
CARD SET 15:----------------------------------------------------------
ZETA(I) ·1-80 8FlO.6 
This card contains the damping factor .for each' vibration mode. The 
modal damping term for the aileron mode is obtained from the 2 'nd orde~' 
term of the control law that was not input into the "Control" program. 
The modal dampinf\ term for the other modes were hard to obtain there-
fore, a small vallie of approximately .005, was assumed. 
CARD SET 16:-----·--·--------------------------------------------------
GKASS(I) 1-80 8FlO.6 
This card contains the generalized mass terms for each mode. The 
value for the generalized mass term 0' the aileron has a value of 
1.0000. If the user does not set the aileron term to 1.0000, the program 
will do so. 
CARD SET 17:-------------------------------------------------------.---
DEFLECT(I) 1-80 8F10.6 
The deflection of the wing at the accelerometer location for each 
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XMD 1-10 FlO.6 
The mass of the aileron in consistent units. If the problem has 
been done in units of inches, seconds, and pounds (as is usually the case) 
the mass should be of such units as to be consistent with the rest of the 
problem. The consistent units for the above example are the mass of the 
aileron in slugs divided by 12 in/ft. The program does not do this type 
of conversion so that: other system of units can be used. 
CONVFT 31-40 FlO.6 
This card c~ntains the conversion factor for the units of the input 
and output of ttl.,. control law used in this analysis. If the control law 
input is in g'~ ~gravities) and the analysis is in inches and seconds a 
conversion must O~ made. Likewise, the output of the control law output 
may be in degre~s and the mode shape deflection may be one inch. For 
. I 2 this example, tho> input portion of the conversion is (1g)/(32.2 ft sec *12 
in/ft). The output portion would be (1 degree)/(the angle due to the one 
inch deflectio~i. The proper conversion is obtained by multiplying the 
two terms. 
CARD SET 19:---------------_·-------------------------- .---------------
The information below is required for each mode shape. The aileron 
mode will have a hinge line deflection of zero. Each card contains t.he 
information for one mode. 
45 
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Et!!J.!l 1-10 FI0.6 
The average deflection at leading edge of the aileron. 
§!~H!l 21-22 FI0.6 
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THIS PROGRAM PUTS TOGETHER AND SOLVES THE MA~RIX REPRESENTING THE 
WING MOTION AND THE CONTOl lAW. 
C THE PROGRAM IS SETUP TO TAKE TilE CONTROL lAW MATRICES, THE 
C GENERALIZED FORCE MATRICES FOR A GIVEN MACH #, 
C THE MODAL FREGUENCIES, THE GENERALIZED MASS AT EACH MODE, THE 
C DEFLECTION AT TitE ACCElOROMETER OF EACH MODE, THE AVERAGE DEFLECT-
C ION OF THE AILERON AT THE LEADING AND TRAILING EDGE FOR EACH MODE. 
C AND THE MASS OF THE AILERON AND OUTPUT A ROOT LOCUS 
C PLOT OF THE FR5UUENCIES OF VIBRATION FOR THE ALTITUDES OF INTEREST. 
C 
C************** •• **.*~************.****.*.*.**.******.***.***~.****** 
C 
C DESCRIPTION OF INPUT DATA 
C 














= TITLE 01' THE JOB 
;: NUMBER OF ALTITUDES TO BE EVALUATED 
NUMBER OF VIBRATION MODE BEING USED 
;: I..jHICH ',IIBRATION dODE 15 THE AILERON DEFLECTION MODE 
DO YOU WONT THE IEGEN VECTORS PRINTED (O=NO) 
- NIJf1BER OF GAIN FACTORS TO BE SOLVED INCLUDING ZERO 
C NGAINT" rn'E OF GAIN F,~CTOI( PfW(i/{ESfiION USED 
C C.I .. LINEAR,2"GE:01'It:lrUC) 
C GAINUP = FIRST GAIN FACTOR TO PE U~[D AFTER ZERO 
C ALTO) ALTITUDE OF ,TilE I 'Tit l'"()fJT LOCIJ~; PLOT 



















C ACCI.J) ~ THE "A" MATRI~ OF THE CONTROL LAW 
C GC<l,J) '" THE "G" ~1ATRI}(OF THE CONTROL LAW 
C HC C I , 1) = THE "Ii" t1ATR O( OF THE CONTROL LAW 
C Pl{K,LI ~ THE S**~ TERM OF THE PADE APPROXIMANT OF THE LOAD 
C P2{K,L) = THE S TERM OF THE PADE APPROXIMANT OF THE LOAD 
C P3(K,LI = ~iE CONSTANT TERM OF THE PADE APPROXIMANT OF THE LOAD. 
C FW (K , L) = THE E '. GENVALUE fERM OF THE PADE APPRO>( I MAtH TO THE LOAD 
C OMEGA(I): FREGUENCIES OF THE CORRESP~NDING VIBRATION MODE 
C ZETACII = DAMPING OF THE CORHESPONDING VIBRATION MODE 
C GMASS: GENERALIZED MASS OF THE CORRESPONDING VIBRATION MODE 
C DEFLECT = DEFLECTION AT THE ACCELEROMETER FOR EACH MODE 
C XMD ~ MASS OF THE AILERON 
C CONVFT = CONVERSION FACTOR BETWEEN CONTR~L LAW UNITS AND THE 
C UNITS USED WITH THIS PROGRAM. 
C PHI(!I = AVERAGE ~EFLECTION OF THE AILERON LEADING EDGE FOR 
C THE i I TH r100E 
C SIG(rl = AVE~AGE DEFLECTION OF lHE AILERON TRAILING EDGE FOR 
C THE 1'TH MODE 
C 
L:*******.************************.*_********************************* 




3W I (48) , Z C ! 1 , 11 i , Z3 (48,481 , I NT< 48) , AC' 15, 151 ,AMTR>I (33,33) , 
4BMTRXC33,li,FMTRX(1,1),GMTRX(1,331,HMTRX(1,33),W4(33,33), 
~S1"HI (11) ,SIG( 11) ,REACT< 11) ,DEFLECTC 11) ,ALT(20), 
.GC(15,!),HCCI,151,W5Cl,11),WS(15,11),W7(11,15i,W8(15,11), 
.W9(11,1),WIO(1,15),W~1(11.1S),W12(15,151 




READ 802, NCASE, MODE,~ALERN,NGArNT,NGArNS,GAI~Up,rEGVEC,CLEN, 
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TlflS PROGRAM RESIZES THE AHRAYS TO FIT THE PRoaLE~ THEN READS 
THE" INPUT HiFORI1(H I ON ANi) TlfCN CREATS AND 60l..'/ES THE STATE SPACE 
MATrH>L 
C*~*f.*"**'.~f*'f'.' •• "**~***"*'.""f.***'f****'**f •• f""""'._ 

































• ~J9 Hi0DE, 1 ) ,1011 O( 1 ,NCONTR) doH 1 (1100£ , NCONTR' ,10112 C NCDNTR tl..JCONTR' 
C**** •• **~*********************** •• *~*~*****~*********.***********.*. 
C READ MATRICES REPRESENTJNG CONTROL LAW <FROM PROGRAM ·CONTROL"' 
C.~*~.~.··~.e~u*.~.",.""~**.~"_."_,~",,,*,,,,,* ••••••• ~ •• * •• ~ •• 
DO 11 I"'l,NCONTR 
11 READ B01,CAC(J,J),J::l,NCOIHR) 
READ 801,(GC(lR,1),IR~1,NCONTRi 
r1EAD 801, (HC( 1, IC), IC .. 1 ,NCONTR) 
C********.**.**.~*****.*** •• **.**.~ •• *~~*** •• **~***~~*********~ •• **** 
. C READ MACH NLJMGER. READ <T IF) WH[ mEf~ SYMr1ETR IC OR ASYMMET~ IC 
C READ PADE APPROXiMATE MATRICES FOR UNSTEADY AEROOYNAMICS~ MATR1CES 
r: AilE Pl',P2',P3','\,O'. 
r.* •• ******~******.-***.*~ ••• ~***'*~~~.*~***~.~~~.* ••• ' ••••• ******.**. 
HEAD 81)2, '1ACH 
READ fW3, 1 GYM 
1)0 12 IR'" 1 ,1100E 
r,EAD 8(11, C PI ( I R, I'r. i , I C ~ I rl1[JDE ) 
12 CONTINUE 
no 1:3 Ir(" J ,110Ijf. 
HEAD B01, (.,2( lr~, rCi, lC"1 ,1100;:) 
13 CONTINUE 
UO 14 lR::l,11(Hi£ 
READ 801,(P3'lR,rC),IC~I,MOD(j 
14 CONTINUE 
DO 15 IR"1,11(JOE 
HEAD 801, (R(I( JR, rc), Ie.:.l ,MODE' 
15 CONTINUE 
C.*** •• ***'**.*M*~~~~** •••• *~.~'~**J'.P •• ****.***.*** •• ** ••• f._ ..... . 
C f1EAO NATur-tAL Fr?I:(WENCIE5 ()f '.JII.r, I.I(CfMTION, MODAL OAI1PINO TERMS, 





.• > '" 
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READ 802. (DEFLECTC I), 1"1.'100E) 
c.~ •• ** •• *.** •• ·.*~ .. · .... * ••• *.*~* •• • ••• *.··*.· .. ·*·· ...... * ....... . C READ THE MASS OF THE AILERON, THE CDNVERSJON FA~/'DR BETWEEN 
C THE UNITS OF' THE CONTROL LAW AND HIE UNITS OF' THIS ANAL'(SJS. 
C~ ••• ****.**.* •••••• **.~ ••• ~ •••• * ••••• ~.*.*.*···.··*··* ...•....•..... 
READ B02,XMD.CONVFT 
C* ••• ~.~**.*** •• * •• * •• *** ••••• *.*.* •••• ~u~* •••• * •• * •••• 0 •••••••••• **. 
C READ THE MODAL AVERAGE DEFLECTION AT THE LEADING EDGE OF 
C THE AILERON AND THE AVERAGE MODAL DEFLECTION AT THE TRAILING EDGE 
C OF' THE ArLERON FOR EACH MODE. 
CR.********~***.~**~~*.*.*****.~**~'.~G**~*'.**~.*.'* •••••••••• *** •• * 
DO 16 I"l,MO[)E 
16 READ 802.PHI(I).SIGCI) 
C***~*~.***J~**.****~~*********·'·.~*·*****~***··**~* •• -*_* ••• * ••• *** 
C END OF INPUT REGION 
C*.* •• ***~**********.** •• **.**.*.*******.****.*.***.*.* ••••••• ******* 
C PRINT INFORMATION FOR LISTING 
C*****~****.*.**.******.* •• *********~*N*.~~*.***.'****.*** •••••• ***** 
PR I NT 8(14. Mt,CII. MODE. NCONH<, CLEN 
P f( I NT 80G, (AL T ( 1 ) , I " 1 • NCASE ) 




DU 17 H,''''l,MODE 
PRINT 907'(Pl ({(\" IC) .IC-"I.110i)E> 
17 CONTINUE 
PR WT SOD 
DO 18 IR:l.r10liE 
PfHNT 907. C P2 ( 11(, re) • r C;-1 .11(10F) 
In CONTINUE 
... 
". / '. , 
"'-, , 
, ' 












If \ , 












OD 20 IF<" 1 :MODE 
PRINT 907,(RO(lR,IC),IC~1,MODE' 
;:'0 CONT I NUl: 
PRINT 912 
C*.********.~.****~.*****.*.***.**.***.*~**.**.****.**.*.**********.* 
C START PUTTING TOGETHER THE MATRIX FOR SOLUTION 
C~ •• ** ••• ******************.*********.********.*****.*.*****.******** 
C CALCULATE EFFE~T OF THE AILERON MODE ON OTHER MODES 
C CNONDIAGONAL TERMS OF THE MASS MATRIX) 
C*.**.****.* ••••• * •• *.* •••• ** •• *._ •••• _ •• * •••••• _* •••• ** •• *_******* •• 
SI=SIGCMALERNI-PHICMALERNI 
DO 21 1=1 ,M(JOE 
::' 1 REA C T ( 1 ) ",.- >:11 [) -.I S I it C PHI C 1 } / 2 + ( 5 I (i ( I ) - f'1I I ( I ) r / 3 ) 
j:<£AC T (MALERN i " 1 • 
GMAS5(MALERN)~1 • 
c.**************** •• **.*** INITALIZ~ PLOTTER **~*#*~*****.***.** 
IF (IPLT.EO.l) CALL INITPLT 
C*.i***** •••• ****R~~R**.***** •• *.ft.*~ •• 'U~ •• *~i**.*********_ •••• ** •• * 
C START Of Loor ,·IJI< EliCH 'ill 11LJDE Clli ClJLAT 1 0/1/5 
C*****·**·****·**~~~~**··j**~··~·~·R*U'**.*.*.*I~**.**.*.*.******.*** 
DO 500 !CASE=l,NCASE 
C" .J."'''-.tiHHH:.;I;t"IHHHH." PLOT A.:J5 IHHtll**"1t***.fI*******.***U*****. 
IF (IPLT.EG.l) CALL AXJSPLT(ALT(NCASE),MACH,YMAX,VMIN~ 
.XMAX,XMIN,SCALE,ISYM,TITLE) 
C**** •• ***** •• *** •••• ·*.****** ••• *,,***.*******.·.**·**********~****** 
C CALCULATE DYNAMIC PRESSURE AND AIR SPEED 
C*.**~*****.**.***~II.*.*J** •• **.*******~.***.***II***II****._11 ••• *_*.** 
CALL GBARC (MnCH,AlTCICASEJ,U,OBAR,INFLG) 
PRINT 921 
PRINT 922, MACH,ALT(ICASE),QBAR,U 
C********.*.***************.I1**·.******q**·*~*#*********~*.*****~**** 
, i' " 
-, I 




















CALCULATE THE P3 AND RO MATRICES FORM THE P3' AND RO' MATRICES BY 
MULTIPLYING BY THE IJELOCITV O'.'ER HIE SEMi-SPAN. CALCULATE THE PI 




CAll ARITH (U8,P3,O.,P3,VP3,MODE,MOOE) 
CALL AR I TIl (UB, RO, (I. , HO, '.'rw, f100F ,/100E ) 
lIB"'I./UB 
CALL ARITH (UB,Pl,O.,PI,VP1,MODE,MODE) 
r: lHHHHhHHt It * .'* * * * * * '* ;I it * *,. •• * .. '* lH!. ~ .. if 11 * * ;I It if * * A '* *,.. '* • II it ;f * * # * ... ,.. a .. it .. * *,.. * 11 * II 
G CONSTRUCT THE KIM, S/M AND(VM MATRICES. 
C*.****.*********.***********.******'.f******~~******" ***.** •• ****.** 
DUM1;OMEGA(MALERN)**2 
OIlt12=2. *OMEGA (MALERN) *ZETA (/1AlERN I 
00 31 I R::: 1 diODE 
DO 30 IC"l,MODE 
C1MEGA2( JR, re) :1:1) • 
8( In, Ie) ::0. 
GBM( W, IC) :;0. 
30 CONTINUE 
OMEGA2(IR,IR)~OMEGA(rR) •• 2 
8e IR, IRI=2."ito/iEGA( IR).ZETA( W) 
IF (lrL Nt:. M(.II.I</,j) UBI1C H;-/ lin ,nOf\Ii!lil'i(\SU ( r R) 
IFCIR.NE.MALERN) OMEGA2eIR,MALERN'=DUM1*REACT(IR)/GMASSel~) 
IF (IR.NE.fiALEflN) Be IR,MALErm) =DUl1211REACT.( IR)lGMASS( IR) 
31 CONTINUE 
C*.* •• *.**.*~***~*~ •• '*.*"~****~M* •• q**~~~.1Iu*'*.*.1I** *'*_,,*."*****11* 
C CDNST/WeT: -P3 + J'14Klli 
C -P2 + PI*B/M 
c RO - Pl*l3/t1 
C.* •• **.*.***~.* •• ********# •• *** •••• ~R •• *.*~ ••• *a*.*II"*"I •• **.WI*** •• 
CALL t1LJL T (!,If' 1 , OMCGA2 ,,·Il , MODE> 
crill fiR r TH ( 1 • , ',IP3, -1 • / WI, ~Il , MDDE • 110Df. ) 
CALL MUL r (','f' 1 , B, 1012, MCIlF:) 































no 400 KK=l,fOUMl 
c~*********~*****~****~*******************.********.*****.*~***.***.* 
C PLACE SMALL MATRICES INTO ONE LARGE MATRIX 
C********************.****~********~**«f***************·1_********.*** 
no 32 IR;l,MSIZE 
DO 32 Ie.:: I , liS r IE 
32 A( fR, IC) roO. 
DO 33 IR:: 1 , MODE 
A(2*IR-l+MODE,2*IR+MODE>~1. 




A ( r r~ , Ie) :: 1~3 ( I R , Ie) 
A( IR,2*IC-l+110DE) =-WI (IR, re) 
Ae IR,2*IC+MC/f)£) :;WZ( IR, re) 
3:J CONTI NlJE 
C******~A*****,*#~u~~*rt***~I~**1*****~~,*u****.****'*f**************** 
c: AOD ADDITIONAL TERMS "(Q THE U\fHiE I1IHRn: HfAT ARE CAUSED BY THE 
C ADDITION OF TilL fUlllErI' SIJPPHESSION 5/'5Ti::I1. 
C.u** •• ******.*****~*********.**.*******.**.***********~*.*********~* 
CALL FsseA.OMEGA2,B,ODM,MODE,MSIZE,NCONTR,MALERN • 
• DEFLECT, REACT, GM(\GS, '.IP 1, AC, GC, HC, I.o/~, ~IG, W7, H8, W£I, 
.HI0,IH 1 ,W12,i:K,COINFTI 
C?ft*****#****4~"M~_ •• *h**~*~*_~*~~*_~.II*~'.~~**~**.***.****~*.**.**** 
C END OF MArRO: CONSTlJCTJON, NOW Cl£'1 rill EIGENVALUES 
C*.********~.***.*~~~·~****.*~*»**#**~~*~**~***.********* ••• ~.******** 
CALL E1I1HES (M5 I ZE "18 1 ZE, 1 , MS I Z(£ , A, J NT) 
CALL ELTRAN IMSIZE,MSIZE,1,MSIZE.n,IN1,Z3, 
CALL HOR2CMSIZE,MSIZ£,1,M5iZ(,n,WH,WI,Z3,JERR,O, 
C'HHiHHhI IF ZEROS 1,j[RE CALCULATU) (in 10 ZERO PLOTTEt? SECTION .... it* 
1 F C >:K • EO. 1000000.) GO TO 42 
, . 




IdIA H iiW9#WljMD~_ 













\ I, , 
I '\ t ~ "\, \' 
•••• , ->.< •• - •• < ...... -,...,..,.,...-...... ~~',...~ ••• ~-. ~''''~" 
PR I NT 931, }:K 
PRINT 932,IERR 
C******* CALCULATE FREGUENCIES AND DAMPING **.**-*** ••••• *********** 
00 41 IE-I,MSIZE 
WN2=WR(IE>*WRCIE)+WI(IE)*WICr[) 
!-IN-SORT e WN2) 
;.;rA =-WRCIE)lHN 
CYCLES"WN*.lG034 
PRINT 933, WReIE), WIelE), WN. CYCLES, ZTA 
41 CONTINUE 
C*.***************~~*********~.*~*****R*~**~.**.***.***************** 
C PLOT RESULTS ON ROOT LOCUS PLOT. 
c***~**************.**********.**********.**.**.***.** ••• _ •• *.*.* •• *. 
IF ({PLT.EO.I) CALL POINT(MSIZE,WR,WI,SCALE,KK,XK,YMAX,YMIN, 
. >:r1AX , XM IN) 
c-*******. CHANGE THE GAIN FACTOR •••• ***************************. 
IF (NGAINT.EO.l) XK=XK+GAINUP 
IF (NGAINT.EG.2) XK=GAINUP*2**eKK-I) 
IF (NGAINS.EO.KK) XK~lOOOOOO. 
GO TO 43 
c •• **** •• ****·***.·.·.*·**************-****_·**·**···* •• -** ••• ****.*. 
C PLOT AND LIST THE ZEROS OF THE MATRIX 
C*****.*****~*.***·.********·***#~~·*~~k*~*~n~*.**J******~****.*#*~** 
112 PRINT 851 
F'ri I NT 9~,2, (WfH I ) , WI ( I ) , I:: 1 , M5 (2E ) 
If (iPLT.EO.l) CALL ZEROPLT(MSIZE,WR,WI,SCALE,YM~X.YMIN, 
XMAX,XMIN,NGAINS) 
c*~********* •• * •••••• **~********.~.~.~.***** •• * •• ***·*** ••• ** •• ** •• ** 
C UNPACK TilE EIGEN'.lECTOR MftTRIi: (2) PER EISPACK GUIDE 
C AND LIST. 
C**.***~***·**··**·***·*··**·*···*·~*·*~u •• *u.****.*** ***** •••• **** •• 
43 IF (IEGVEC.[U.O) GO TO 400 
f'1<INT 941 
L:.1 
111 CONTI NU£ 
IF (MSIZE.LE.IQAL) GO TO 110 
- ..... ,-
. " " \', \;. ",' 
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L"'L+l 
GO TO 111 
110 CONTINUE 
LL=MSIZE-I0*(L-l) 




f'R INT 9GB 
II;.(LLL-l )*1(1~ 1 
!rr"!Ii~.: 
PRINT S42,«WR(J),WI(J)I,J~1 i .111) 
f'1({NT 8GB 
DO ~1 J=l,M5IZE 
PRINT 942,(ZJ(J,K),K-fr,IIf) 
~'1 CONT I NUE 
U L=i_LL+l 
IF (LLl .• GLLi GO 10 lIS 
Oll TO 113 
115 CONTINUE 
r.******.**~*~**.***M~*********~*.~.*.*"***'~*****~.'**.**.**.***.*~* 
C ENDS LOOP. GO eAC:K AND CtILCU,-,HE: NU: r liA I N FACTOI? 
C.****~*******.*.***~***~q***.*~~***»*~44~~~.**4*.*~.************._** 
41)1) CONTINUE 
C** •• ***.***********.*.*.****'*'U**.~*4~' •• ~ •• *'.** •• *u.*.**.* ••• _ ••• 
C ENDS LOOP, GO Br~CI\ FOli NE;<T AL 1 I ruDE 
C**.**.*****~****'~ ••••• ***~**R •• ~****.~.*R.~ •• **.~'*~ •••••••• **v**** 
~i)!) CONTINUE 
001 FORMAT(4E2 t).I:Ji 
8(12 FORI1AT(8FIO.(i) 
/3(13 FormAT i l ~'i) 
Elt)4 FormAT (/ .15i:. "M{\CH .. ", FG. :J. I (I;:, r.' ." '.'I BIM TI ()N 1100[5" 
.,1110}(,I2,"1IJ OfiDER COtJTlWL LAW',lO>:,"CIIAI<ACTEf,'ISTlC LE/lJGTH~", 
.F7.3) 
fJOG FORr1AT</l t)i:,"I\LTUIJDE5 10 Bl £'h~UIATED'·"·---,-";2(/ll):'''D:,GI2.6») 
:;'01 FORI1AT (110):, "f10DAL FREOUEIIIL fES-" - .. ----- .. -----", ItO( I>:, fH 2 .6» 
.' 
"'1; ... ......:. ....;:.-~:~ ...' . 
. ........' "'" -'-., . ". ~ . --.:::-::--..... " 
. -~" 
, -  " 















902 FORMATC/I0X,"MODAL DAMPING------------------M,/I0C1X,G12.S" 
803 FORMAT C /10)(, "GENERAL I ZED MA5SES- ------------",11 c) ( 1)(. G 12.6) ) 
808 FORMAT (/l0X, uPi MATR I X-·-----·· _______________ u /) 
007 FORMATC10(lX,G12.S» 
809 FDRt1/HC/IOi(, "P2 MATRIX·-----.·· .... __ .... __ ..... ____ u/) 
910 FORMAT(/lO~,"P3 MATRIX----------:-----------"/) 
!·j11 FORMf\T<l10>:,"RO MATRIX----···· ..... ... --------- ... 'Ij 
812 FORMAT(10X." - END OF INPUT DATA _H) 
821 FORMATCIH1,5X,10C" NEW CASE ")//1 
822 FOHI1(HCIOH,"MACH "'",G16.8/10i(,"i'1Ll "",(116.13110;, • 
• "GBAr~ =", G1G • .6 / 10)( , U I.' TRUE = " , GIG. (j ) 
031 FDRMAT(//20X,"THE GAIN FACTOR =",F6.3,/) 
O~2 FORMATC/l0X,"EIGENVALUES COMPUTED, ERROR CODE~".I4,1/12X, 
.uREAL PART",8X,"rMAGrNARY PART",2C9X,uFREGUENCY",3X), 
.4X,"DAMPING fACTOR",/3X,3C8X."RAO/SEC",5X),8X • 
• "CYCLE/SEC",/) 
833 FORMA1C5X,4CF15.2,5~),F15.4; 
841 FORMATC/IIIOX."THE EIGENV[C10RS ARE",/) 
868 FORNAT(II) 
842 FORMATCI0E13.5) 





SUBROUTINE CROSS CA,8,C,I,J,K) 
C****.**********# ••••• *******.**~·~.~~#~* •• **.*********************~********* 
C 
C SUBROUTINE CRoun 
c 






YHIS PROGRAM MULTIPLES MATRIX "A" BY MATRIX "8". MATRIX "A" IS 
NECESSARILY AN I OY J MATRIX ANO MATRIX "B" IS NECESSARILY AN 
J BY i\ MiHRI~(' THE RESULT OF THEt1ULTlPLICA,TION 'IS MATRI>( "CIt (1 B .... K) 



















;, " --. 
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" Ii • . .. \ 
_~&NiilitUilli'M1!Jlli.W\~JWi("! 







DO 25 L= 1 ,r 
DO 25 N;:l"~ 
C(L,N)=O.O 
DO 25 N'-l.J 
CCL.N/=C(L.N)+ACL.M).B(M.N) 






C SUBROUTINE INITPLT (INITIALIZr: PLOTTER; 
C 






THE ENT! RE !5 LI NES OF TIlE: PROGRAM 1 S SUPPOSED TO IN ITALl ZE THE PLOTTER. 
THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE FOR A CALCOMP PLOTTER. IF YOU ARE USING 
ANOTHER TYPE OF PLOTTER YOU MAY NEED TO CHANGE THESE INSTRUCTIONS OR 
GET RID OF THEI1 ALL TOCiETHF.r1. THf: OTIIER PROGRAt1S THAt DEAL WITH 
C PLOTT I NG 1-1-I!3 II<UC r I llNS M?E (·If: I SPL I .1'01 "Iff;. AND ZEROPI. T. 
C 





SUBROUT r NE M: niPL T U=ll T , MACH. YNA}: , YM IN. >:NAH • >1111 N. SCALE. I SYM, TITLE) 
c.*~*.~* •• *u~ ••• ** ••• * ••• **.***.**.******.*.*~.***u ••• ***** •• *******.*****~** 
c 
r: SUBROUT I I-1E Ai: I S Pl. T ( A); IS PUJT) 
C 
C***** ••• *.·.*~·*·aAu.*~*~*.a' •• ~ •• * ••• * •• R.*.*I**********.*********~~*** •• ** 
\'" -






















.. ~*~ .. .' ~fi!lIIAliW!UR. . ~M 
. RI\liIJR~ 










THIS PROGRAM DRAWS THE AXISES AND THE INFORMATION NECESSARY TO 
DESCRIBE WHAT THE PLOT IS OF (MACH NUMBER. ALTITUDE, TITLE ••• ). 
OH, BY THE WAY THIS IS FOR A ROOT LOCUS PLOT. 
THESE PROGRAM IS WRITEN WITH CALCOMP PLOTTER INSTRUCTIONS SO 
TAKE IT OR ~RITE 'lOUR OWN. IF DO NEED TO CHANGE IT THE OTHER 
SUBROUTINES THAT ALSO USE PLOTTER INSTRUCTiONS ARE lNITPLT, 
POINT, ZEROPLT. 





IF (SCl.LT.I.) GO TO 30 
10 IF (BCl.LE.IO.) GO TO 50 
Eit:l=SCl/lO. 
NE>'P=NEi:P'~ 1 
GO TO 10 
30 IF ·(SCl.GT •. I) GO TO S0 
SCl::SCL*10. 
NE>:P"'NEXP-I 
CiO TO 30 
50 IF (SCL.UT.~. I S~AlE" lu.~J0.u~NEXP 
IF (SCl.lE.S .. AND.SCl.GT.2.) SCALE~S.~10.**NEXP 
IF (SCl.LE.2.J SCALE=2.*10 .• nNEXP 
IF (SCL.GT.2.nND.SCL.LE.2.5.ANO.NEXP.GE.t) SCALE.2.3~lO.*.NEXP 
i(MIN=-SCALC*G. 
~(MAX = SCALE * 2 
YllIN'-'O. 
CAll PLOT(O •• O .• 3) 
CALL PLOT(10.795,0.,-3) 
rr (lCASE.EO.I) CALL PLOTCG .. 1 •• -3) 
CI)LL PLOT (I) • , 11 • ,2 J 
CALL AXIS(2.,O. ,24HIMAGINARY AXIS (RAD/SEC)b-24,11.,90.,O.,SCALE) 













~~~IlIM'j.i,,¥iIlj!ili6 MMlliWW... W.... .. J'~:""'""'itiO!'~~ 
CALL SYMBOL(-G •• -1.25 •• 10,12HGAIN FACTORS,O •• ll) 
CALL SYMBOLC-G.,-1.5 •• 1Q,7HSYMBOLS,O •. 7) 
CALL SYf'180L (-6. ,12. , • 14, 11 PAL. T! TUDE ;: ,I)., 11 ) 
CALL NUMBER (898. ,888 ••• 14, AI. T , (I •• t) 
CAll. SYMBOL (898. ,899. , • 14, 12H MACH ::: ,I)., 1 Z) 
CALL NUMBE~(8e9.,898.,.14.MACH,O.,3) 
If- C I SYM) CALL SVMBOL< 999. ,989. , . 14, 14 H S'J'MMETR"I C, c). , 14 ) 
IF (.NOT.ISYM) CALL SYMBOL(888.,999.,.14,15H ASYMMETRIC,O.,15) 










c: THIS PROGRAMS TAKES THE EIGENVALUES AND PLOTTES THEM IF THEM ARE 
C l<lITlHN THE M:IS OF THE PLOT. EACH GAiN FACTOR HAS A DIFFERENT 
c: SYMBOL TO REPRESENT IT. "):" IS AWA','S IJSED FOR TI~E POLES AND "z" 
C IS SAVED FOR THE ZEROS WHICH ARE PLOTTED IN ANOTHER PROGRAM. 
e THE INSTRUCTIONS USED IN THIS PROGRAM nRE FOR A CALCOMP PLOTTER, 
C SO THEI1 11i1',' 1-Jl:1.1l TO BE CIIANl1FD. 1I1[ alliER PROGRAMS THAT USE PLOTTER 
C INSTRUCTIONS ARE INITPLT, AXISPLT, AND ZEROPLT. 
I" 
C*******.*********~ •• ****·**.**.~·*·u •• * ••••••• ****~.** •• ~*~*.*.**.*****.**** 
DIMENSION WRIMSIZE).WICMSIZ[) 
IF (XK.EQ.O.l ISYMB=4 
DO 1 I) I"" 1 , MS 1 Z£ 
IF (WR( I) .L.T .)(MIN.OR.WR( Ii • liT .i:l1Ai:.OR. 
IH I I ) • LT. YI1 IN. (JR .I-II <r ) . Gr. 'I'MM() GO TO t I) 
>(N=WR ( I ) /SCAL.E 
'l'N:\.! I ( r ) /SCALE 






0"1'1 c: .... ~." ,\) 












,~;l::": ~ .. " • .,;, ';'''' ,. ' .. r~(~";~ft~~·'~~""'~<: .• ....."., ", )~, l (~~;'t· .. :~:i ;.~;:' ""~;·~";'l .... ~i:-:'i ':. ~,;. ;~:'""~~:.::' :'~;":~~;':';>\J;/;"~·'~f. 
~~~+;\_'ilw~;P1i11 
P}{=-4. ::.,+KK*. G 




IF' (ISYMB.EU.4) ISYMB"'-l 
1 £;~'MB'" I S~'M8+ 1 
IF (IGYMB.EO.4) ISYM8=5 




C****·**~**.*.* ••• * •• *****.**.** •• *.·.·* •• ***.** •• ***.****.*********.*.****** 
C 
(; PROGRAM ZEROPLT (PLOTTES ZERUS) 
,C 
C** •• *** •• * ••• ** •••• M.* ••• *.* •• ** •• ** •• ******.*~****** •• a_._.*****.* •• ** ••• ** 
C 
C THIS PROGRAMS TAKES THE EIGENVALUES i.JHICH REPRESENT THE ZEROS OF 
C THE MATRI>~ AND PLCITTES THEM IF THEY ARE WITHIN THE BONDS OF' THE 
C AXISES. THE INSTRUCTIONS IN THIS PROGRAM ARE FOR A CALCOMP PLOTTER 
C AND MAY NEED TO BE CHANGED. THE OTHER ROUTINES THAT USE PLOTTER 
(; COMMANDS ~RE INrrPLT, AXISPLT, AND POINT. THE ZEROS ARE REPRESENTED 
C BY A "~" ON lli[ PUlL 
C 
C*~*~I~~~~ ••• ~ •••• -~ •• *.~***.**.~.** ••••• **.**.********.*.*~n*****.****** •• ** 
DIMENSION WRCMSIZF),WI(MSrZEI 
lUYM8=8 
DO 10 1,I,M81Z[ 
IF (WR(I~.LT.XMiN.OR.WRCI).GT.XMAX.OR. 
WI(f).LT.'o'i1!N.OR.YH()I.LiT.'.'MM() GO TO 1(1 
~';N~:.JH( I) ISCliLE 
'o'N=I-I I C r ) ISCAL;~ 
CAl.L SYt10DL (1(1", 'I'N, • 14. I BYMI3. I). , -' I ) 
10 CONTINUE 






l) "lJ t: ;' b 
























;"" '(;', ":;'. 
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PROGRAM FSS (FLUTTER SIJRPRESS J ON S'{S TEI1) 







TliIS PROGRAM ADDS THE ADDITIONAL TERMS TO THE MATRIX THAT A FLUTTER 
SURPRESSION SYSTEM CAUSES SUCH AS TliE CONTROL LAW AND THE REACTION 
OF THE 110D£5 1'(1 THE MOT J ON OF TilE A I LERON RESPOND I Nt; TO THE CONTROL 
LAW. 





• ~19 ( r100[ , 1 I .1·1111 ( 1 , NeON TH ) , /oJ I J (I'IOOL • NCUI~ II,' i , W 1.2 C NCOiHrL NCONTR) 
MODE3=MODElt3 
C~XK*OMEGA2(MALERN,MALERN)~~ON0rr 




DO 12 ~=1 ,NCONTR 
1-11 0 ( 1 , K ) !.: C II He ( 1 , K i 
12 CONTINUE 









J I"; ,. . -' I I / ! 
I ,', !, .-'!., , , ' ! ,'.-' I " I / i " 





00 21 IR:l,NCONTR 
no 21 Ie,., ,MODE 
A(IR+MODE3,ICJ~Wa(rR,IC) 
2' CONTINUE 
CltlHHHHHHhHI CALCULATE THE -[,,,0j//\1/1 '1AHH~( .. UUUlH .... " ... ,lI'Ht" 







na 22 lR=j,NCONTR 
no 22 Ie:.} ,MODf. 
A(lR.MODE3,2.IC-l+MODE)~-WB(IR,IC' 
2~ CONTINUE 
C;jf.,.ltItll~jHH! CALCUUHE 1"C-(i*D~8/11 11(,TR1:: "" .. '.· •• IHI",. ...... **. 
CALL cnOSSCWG,B,Wa,NCONTR,MODE,MOOEJ 
DII 23 r;? .. 1, NCONTR 
00 23 IC;.:1,11DD[ 
ACIR+MODE3,2uIC+MOoE)u-W8(ln,ICI 
~3 cnNTINUE 
CiHHHHHhHHHHHhHI CU\CUUHE rUE C-IIHlf1 11(iTR r i( 
CALL CR05SCW8,W10,Wll,MOOE,I,NCONTR) 
IiO ~4 IR"1,/1()()[ 
*~.~* ••• "." ••• * •• *u~. 
I/O 24 IC'" 1 ,r'H;OIIH( 
A(2.rR+MODE,ICtMaOEJ)~Wtl'rR,I~; 
:,(4 CONTINUe 
CU1HHlilHiHH,*** r:r-lLCIJUH£ TH~ tl -I fil'li~{'l!/l/j1 11ATRli: 
CALL crWSi; C WI;, 1-; I 1, WI::. NCilNrR, 110!.i[, "ICON TIt i 
liD 45 If\'=l,NCClNTR 
no Z~ IC-',NCON1R 
(.c Wtt'IODe], ICt/10[HZJ) ·AC( lR, fe, 'I-II:.:!( Jr(, le) 
2~i CorH I NLJE 
C*lHH1ilHllfiHHljH-If{( CALClJU'Il'E Tlit: 1'1 JC<t/{1/1 I1ATRI;.( 
CALL CROSSCVP1,Wl1,W7,MODE,MOOE,NCONTRi 
[)(J26 Irt=1.1101j[-, 
no 2& lCA1,NCD~lR 




".iI ........ ",.~1f 
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SUBROUTINE ARITH (SA,A,SB,a,C,NR,NC) 
CiHHt*** ** .iI*it. it it *.'it iI * ** it ••• ** it it it .... it .. 11- * .. fI ** ~ -Iii *iI ***** * iHI t. '* .** ** * * * * * *** *** *.*.'. 
e 
(; PROGrlAl1 Ar<IHI (ARTfW1ETIC) 
C 
C§*****9~****§#*~**************'*~ •• *~.*****.*****~***~*******.*.*.**.******* 
C 
C TH I S PROGRAI1 loll lL I1UI. TJ Plf, (~ I'IA m Ii: 13',' A CONS rANl' AND ADD r 1 ru SECOND 
c t1ATr? n: OF THE SAM£:: SIZE AFTFfi THF SU:ONO MAm 1>; HAS BEEN I1ULI I PLEID BY 

















:= ClJNGTANT THAT WILL r11IL'1IPL',' HIE "A" I1ATRO; 
= NR BY NC MATRIX 
= CONSTANT THAT WILL MULTIPL~ THE "a" MArRIX 
~ HR SYNC MATRIX 
-= Nf? B'I NC t11HRn~ (5D1.UTION or (SA<tAH,(5H*B» 
.. NUMCER OF ROWS 
: NUMBER or COLUMNS 
C.********~********* •• iI**J**~"*.~R~U~U**~*'**.******''***."~.*****.**ti***~* 
OIMENSION A(NR,Ne), B(NU.NC). CCNR,NC) 
IlL! 501) r (( .. 1 , Nfi' 
00501 rC"l.r~c 
C( lR. IC)~E;rl~ll\ il<, It:i • !,g"i\( Tr/, rLI 
Sut CONTINUE 
500 com 1 NUE 
f{E'TURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE GUARe (MACH,ALT.u,nCAR,(NFLG) 
C* •• ***~*~***·~.*~~~·*·# •• ·*·*~·.~*.·-***~******N*******.~****.~****.*.****** 
r.; 
C PROGRAM GSARC 
C 
C******·**···~~··4U~.~.* •• ****R.~ ••• ***~.~*.n*n~ •• *.J • • **.*~~ ••• ***** •••• ** •• 
C , 
I: THIS PROGRAI1 'J ME5 mr~ t1ACH NlJt1efl~ MHi (IU lTUri£ AND ESTIMATES THI:: 
7 
/ .; 
/ ' I .II 
, . 
,'/ '\ /' 
. / .;, / ' -1' '~_' "" " / 
( .' / ' , • A • J • " •• ' 



























DIMENSION ALTTCIO). ACIO), RHO(IO) 
DIMENSION m<MACHC 10) ,CLCCRRC 11) 
D,'\TA ALTT/O.O,SOOO., 11)000.,1:501)(1. ,ZOOM). ,2S01)0. ,30Ot)Cj •• 
• 33000.,40000.,50000.1 
WHA A/1118.45, 1097.09, 1077.40, I057.3~, lI.I:36.fJ2.1Ij16. til, 
.D94.05,973.14,860.08,968.0DI 
DI\TA RHOI .0023769, .0020482, .0017556 •• 1)014962, .01)12673, .(011)663, 
•• 00089069,.00073281,.00058728,.000363921 
DfiTA OKI1ACfl/. 71),.725,.73,.775, .1:)1), .825, .05 • • 8·J~ • • 90, .9251 
DATA CLCORH 1 I .025, 1 .028, 1 .027. 1 .03, 1 • OS, I .07, 1 .08, 1 • 1 , I • 125; 1 • 15S l 
IF CALT.GT.O.O) GC TO 102 
AJ=A(1) 
RH01 "fWoC J ) 
GC TO 10J 
1,1)2 CONT INUE 
no 20(1 I--l,tO 
HI A I.' " I 
IF (ALT .LE.ALHC I» GO TO 1("1 
200 CONTINUE 
rId NT 851) 
850 FORMAT '10X,~ALT IS OUTSIDE rnnLES, WILL USE R"U=O.O. VT=968.01*> 
(t1:8G8.07 
RHOI:::(l.O 




OZ"'CAL.r-rILTT( ISAV-l) )I(ALTTC IS{lI.')-ALTTC lSAV-l)' 
i<HOI :;RHOC IS(W'o J )+OZ~ WHCC lEA')) -RflC( IS(W-l" 
AI~A(ISnV-l)tDZ*CA(ISAV)-AClSAV-l» 
1 03 corn 1 Nue 
tJ"I1r1CHJ'Al 
aeAR·QJ.5J!RHOl .. U*U 
C LIFT-CURVE SLOPE CURREC1ION FACTOR 
,/ , .,~ ~/).. 
.,../ -' /"i 
, ... _/ 




































" '" :l~ 
I>:" 1 
DO 76 JA:::l, Ie) 











DO 10 J·q,I 
DO 10K = 1. , I 
i(>( "0. 





SUBROUT I NE EL MHES (Nf1, N, LOW, I CiH tf't, I NT) 
.. 
, ,';·;-".4, 
INTEGER, 1.,.1,11, tJ, Ln, Nf1, J WI,,., P J .l \)~J. 1111 J ,11f' J 
I~EAL A (NM, N) 
r,Er,L }{ , '{ 
INTEGEr-t HH ( I GH I j-: 
j' 
I .- "{_. 
. '-. --- .. 
C TH I 5 SUBROUT I NE IS A TRAN5LA TI uf·) OF rHE AL(jOL PROCEOURE El.MHE5. 
C NUM. MATH. 12, 349-360(1988) BY MARTIN AND WILKINSON. 
C APPLIED MATHEMATICS DIVISION. ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY 
C HANDBOOK FOr< {"UTD. COI1P. 1 '."lL. J J -Ll NEAR AUiEBrU\, 330-:358 ( 1871) • 
C 
C GII)EN A HEAL GENCRAL t1(\TRli(, TIll!,; 5UCIWUTIN£ 
C REDUCES A 5UCMATRIX SITUATEO IN ROHS AND COLUMNS 
C LOH THROUGH IIJH TO IIf'PER Hf.!;Sf:r'W£HCi FOrm BY 
'j: ~ ... 
/
i " 





































































STABILIZED ELEMENTARY SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS. 
m~ INPUT: 
NM MUST BE SET TO THE ROW OIMENSION OF THO-DIMENSIONAL 
ARRAY ~ARAMETERS AS DECLARED IN THE CALLING PROGRAM 
DIMENSION STATEMENT; 
N IS THE ORDER OF THE MATRIX; 
LOW AND IGH AREINTEGE'~S DETERI1INED BY THE BALANCING 
SUBROUTINE BALANC •. IF BALANC HAS NOT BEEN USED, 
SET LOI..!:: 1, IGH=N; 
A CONTAINS THE INPUT MATRIX. 
ON OUTPUT: 
(1 CONTAINS THE HESSENBERG 11ATRI>:. THE MULTIPLIERS 
WHICH WERE USED IN THE' REDUCTION ARE STORED IN THE 
REMAINING TRIANGLE U~DEP THE HESSENBERG MATRIX: 
INT CONTAiNS INFORMATION ON THE ROWS AND COLUMNS 
I NT E RCHl',r~(lIc 0 I N THE RE DUCT J ON . 
ONL'o' ELE:l11:.NTS LOItJ THROUGH I ClH ARE U!iED~ 
OUEST IONS AND COMMENTS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO B.S. GAREOW; 
\ 
" . 
_______ , .... _ ., .~ ".' ... __ ••• _. ______ •••• _ .. ~ ... M' .' •• , ....... _~ "" .... ___ •• _ ..... ' • __ ".,." _ ._' __ ' ..... __ •• ___ ."" 
U'i :. I GH .• 1 
K PI" La1-' t 1 
IF (LA .l.T .• r.Pl) GO HI :(11', 
DO 180 M :. KPl, LA 
MMI ~ M - I 










































,-.~, ........ "'" 












, I I 
, ! 
I ' I ~:.\ 













-"'" \ "" 
.t _~, , I 
...... 
, 
>:. I). \;£(1 
:0. M 
00 100 J ;.. M, I GH 
iF' ABSCA(J,MMl» .L.E. AB50:i) GO TO 11)(; 
>: :: A' J ,11M 1 ) 
I - J 
100 CONTINUE 
INTCM) : I 
IF (I .EG. HI GO TO 130 
C INTERCHANGE ROI..J5 AND COL ur iNS or ,"I 
c 
C 
DO 110 J - MM1, N 
Y .: A(I,JI 
(\(I,J) ~ A(l1,J) 
A(M,JI .:. Y 
110 CONTI NUE 
00 120 J - 1, IGH 
Y '" A(J,J) 
A(J,I) .:; A(J,MI 
ALI,N) .. '{ 
120 CONTINue 




IF ex .EO. o.nEOI GO TO 180 
MPI £ H i I 
DO 16(; i '" t1Pl, IGH 
Y " 11 ( 1 .11111 ) 
IF ('{ .EA. I).OEO) GO TO IGn 
'{ ~ '( I ~ 
ACI,MMI) . ,- , 
























































































~., . ~. ~ . 
... ;~-~ -,,-- --.~.-~ .. ~---- .~-~ 
141) A<I,J) '" A(I,J) - Y It ACM,J) 
DO 1St) J .• 1 , JGH 









THIS SUBROUTINE IS A TRANSLATION OF TIlE ALGOL PROCEDURE ELMTRANS, 
NUM. MATH. IG, 181-204(1870) BY PETERS AND WILKINSON. 
HANDBOOK FOR AUTO. COMP •• VOL.II-LINEAR ALGEBRA, 372-395(1971). 
TH IS sUe,ROUTINE ACCUf'iULIHES THE ~j j ,',I>. Jl [ZED ELEMENTARY 
SIMILARI1',' H<{\J~SF[J"'I'I"HIONS IHiED IN THE I"EDUCTION OF A 
REAL GENERAL MATRIX TO UPPER 11ESSENBERG FORM BY ELMHES. 
O"l INPUT: 
NM MUST BE SET TO TilE ROW DIMENSION OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
ARRAY PARAMETERS AS DECLARED IN THE CALLING PROGRAM 
DIMENSION STATEMENT: 
N I S THE or;>DER OF THE (1,'HR 1>:; 
LmJ AND Hill ARf: INTEliU\'S DETErmINED !.W Tf/E BALfiNCING 










































\.,; _~ ... ~.~~-::.:: .' " , '. .' :~;?;~ :')'""\'C i .. ". 






































SET LGW~l, IGH~N; 
A CONTAINS THE MULTIPLIERS W~IICH WERE USED IN THE 
REDUCTION BY ELMHES IN ITS LOWER1RIANGLE 
BELOW THE SUBDIAGONALi 
\ 
INTCONTAINS INFORMATION ON THE ROWS AND COLUMNS' 
INTERCHANGED IN THE REDUCTiON BY ELMHES. 
ONLY ELEMENTS LOW THROUGH IGH ARE USED. 
ON OUTPUT: 
Z CONTAINS T~IE TRANSFOR~ATION MATRIX PRODUCED IN THE 
















aUE5TIONS AND COMMENTS SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO B. S. GARBOW. 568. 
APPLIED MATHEMATICS DIVISION, ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY . ~67. 
568. 
--------------------------------------'"--------------------------- 569. 
INITIALIZE Z TO IDENTITY MATRIX 
00 80 r = 1. N 
00 GO J ... 1. N 
Z ( I , J) " c).I/EC) 
Z(I,I) 
-













KL ~ IGH - LOW - 1 
I~ (KL .LT. 1) GO TO 200 
FOR MP=IGH-l STEP -1 UNTIL LOWfl DO --
DO 140 MM = I, KL 
































MPl :; MP + 1 
DO 101) I " I1P 1, IGH 
100 Z(I,MP) ..: A( I , MP-l ) 
I " I NT Cl1P) 
IF <r • ~~. MP) GO TO 140 
no 130 J .:; MP, rGH 
ZCMP,J) = ZCI,J) 
Z(r.J) • I).I)EO 
130 CONTINUE· 





\ .... ~. 








1\,( AL P, a, 1\', !.i, T , W,::, '{, f<A, Sl~, '.' [ ,1.'1" ~Z, NOI~M, I1ACHEP 
I NlEGER 11 I NO 





THIS SUBROUTINE IS A TRANSLATION OF TI~E ALGOL PROCEDURE HGR2, 
NUM. MATH. 16, 101-21)4(1970) BY PETERS AND WILKINSON. 
































. ," ... ' '.' '\\ : '.' "'~ ,'" -:--. 
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- \. ~" 
\. -~" "" . 
'<:.:' "", ,,' .. '" ....... 
THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS 
OF A REAL UPPER HESSENBERG MATRIX BY THE OR METHOD. THE 
EIGENVECTORS OF A REAL GENERAL MATRIX CAN. ALSO BE FOUND 
IF ELMHES AND ELTRAN OR ORTHES AND ORTRAN HAV£ 
BEEN USED TO REDUCE THIS GENERAL MATRIX TO HESSENBERG FORM 
AND TO ACC~MULATE THE SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATIONS. 
ON INPUT: 
NM MUST BE SET TO THE ROW DIMENSION OF THO-DIMENSIONAL 
ARRAY PARAMETERS AS DECLARED IN THE CALLING PROGRAM 
DIMENSION STATEMENT: 
N IS THE ORDER OF THE MATRIX; 
LOW AND IGH I~RE INTECiERL. DETr:RI1JNE~) BY THE BALANCING 
SUBROUT T NE BALANC. IF fJAL.ANC HAS NOT BEEN IJSED,_ 
SET LOW~l, IGH=N; 
H CONTAINS THE UPPEf~ HESSENBEJ?r. t1ATRI>:; 
~ ... 
Z CONTAINS THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX PRODUCED BY ELTRAN 
AFTER THE REDUCT rON fYo' [LMIIEEi. nt;· e,Y ORTRAN AFTER T111~ 
r,EDUL:TIIIH W,' [JrnlH:s. IF Pt':"I1HJRI1lV. IF THE EIGEN','ECTORS 
OF THE HESSENf.'.E:~G l'iATr( I}( ARE DES I HED, 2 l'iUST CONTA IN THE 
I DENTI TY 11ATR 1>(. 
ON OUTPUT: 
H HAS BEEN DESTROYEO; 
WR AND WI CONTAIN THe REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS, 
RESPECTfVELY, OF THE EIGENVALUES. THE EIGENVALUES. 
ARE UNORDERED EXCEPT THAT COMPLE~ CONJUGATE PAIRS 
OF VALUES APPEAR CONSECUTrV~LY WITli THE ErciENVALUE 
















































































. '-.. .. ~ 
~.~ ,. . ~""'I!Iilji" ' "~MSiml._ -': . :\illIiIi\1i!atHi'lttiWlS i~.flf.@. '!'UFWl'hi$@aSIt'l'U 1~t.$"1I~~1V~!l.Ji.k~,'N~~ir~W~~:r.+i$!.:,.'{1t't* ~I''i ... y.~t' l":j~': --:"" 
·ERROR EXIT IS MADE, THE EIGENVALUES SHOULD BE CORRECT 
FOR INDICES IERR+l .••• ,N: 
Z CONTAINS THE REAL AND IMAG1NARY PARTS OF THE EIGENVECTORSw 
IF THE I-TH EIGENVALUE IS REAL, THE I-TH COLUMN OF Z 
CONTAtNS ITS EIGENVECTOR. IF THE I-TH EIGENVALUE IS COMPLEK 
WITH POSITIVE IMAGINAR)' PART, THE I-TH AND (1+"1 )-TH 
COLUMNS OF Z CONTAIN THE R~AL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF ITS 
EIGENVECTOR. THE EIGENVECTORS ARE UNNORMALIZED. IF AN 
ERROR EXIT IS MADE, NONE OF THE EIGENVECTORS HAS BEEN FOUND; 
IERR IS SET TO 
ZERO FOR NORMAL RETURN, 
J IF THE J-TH EIGENVALUE HAS NOT BEEN 
DETERMINED AFTER 10 ITERATIONS. 
ARITHMETIC IS REAL EXCEPT FOR THE REPLACEMENT OF THE ALGOL 
PROCEDURE CD1V BY COMPLEX DIVISION. 
QUESTIONS AND COI'i!1ENTS SHOUU) 8E I')lRECTED TO B. S. GARBO"', 
































MACHE? IS A MACHINE DEPENDENI PARAMETER SPECIFYING 84. 
TilE RELATIVE PRECISION OF FLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC. 
MACHE? = 16.0E0~~(-IJ) FOR LONG FORM ARITHMETIC 
ON S360 
DATA MACHEP/l.E-81 










: __ . 
'~- .... 
"" ,", "'.' '-"', i ~~ 

















C STORE ROOTS ISOLATED BY BALANC 
no 50 I :: 1, N 
IF (I .GE. LOW .AND. I .LE. I CiH) CiO TO ~I) 
WR ( I) '" H C I , I ) 
WI ( r) ;:; O. OEO 
50 CONTINUE I 
C 
EN '" IOH 
T ,. O.OEO 
e 
c SEARCH FOR'NEXT EIGENVALUES 
GO IF (EN .LT. LOW) GO TO 340 
ITS :.; I) 
NA = EN - 1 
ENM2 '" NA - 1 
c 
C LOOK FOR SINGLE SMALL SUO-DIAGONAL ELEMENT 
C FOR L=EN STEP -1 UNTIL LOW DO --
70 DO 8U LL ~ LOW, EN 
L ;:; EN + LOW - LL 
IF CL .EG. LOW) GO TO 100 
>{ 
IF C ABSCHCL,L-l» .LE. MACHEP ~ C ABSCHCL-l,L-l» 
+ ABSCHCL,l»» GO TO 100 
ElO CONTINUE 
c 
C FORM SHIFT 
c 
c 
11)0 >: = HCEN,EN) 
IF (L .EO. EN) GO TO 270 
Y = HCNA,NA) 
W = HCEN,NA) ~ HCNA,EN) 
IF (L .EO. HA) GO TO 280 
IF (ITS • EQ. :30) GO TO 1 ()(II) 
J:F (ITS .NE. 10 .~ND. ITS .N!". ~'I) GO TO 130 
FORM EXCEPTIONAL SHIFT 




























_ .. ".,. ...... -............. 
I .- .'\, 

























DO 120 I = LOH, EN 124. 
120 H ( I. I ) ;;. H<IrI) - >( 125. 
126. 
£j = ABS(H(EN.NA» + ABSCHCNA,ENM2» 
>: = I). 75EO * 5 12B. 
Y = >( 129. 
W ~ -0.4375EO * S * S 130. 
130 ITS ITS + 1 131. 
LOO~ FOR TWO CONSECUTIVE SMALL 
SUB-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS. \33. 
FOR M=EN-2 STEP -1 LJNT IL L 00 --" 
DO 140 MM a L, ENM2 135. 
M = ENM2 + L - MM 136. 
ZZ :: HCM,M) 137 • 
R '" )( - ZZ 138. 
S = ',' - 22 139. 
P :: (F\ " S ,- Wi I H(f1t-1,M) + IHI1,M+l) 140. 
a = H(M+l,M+l) - ZZ - R - S 141-
,R = H01+2.11+1) 142. 
S~ABS(P)+ABS(a)'~ABSeR) 
p :: P / 8 144. 
a "" GIS 145. 
R=,R/!;i 148. 
IF (M .EO. L) GO TO 150 147. 
,.!F ( ABS(HCM,M-l» .~ C ABSCa) + ABS(R» .LE. MACHEP. ABsep) 14B. 
x * ( ABSCHIM-l,M-l» + ABS(ZI:1 + ABSeH(M+l,M+l»» GO TO l~O 149. 
140 CONTINUE 150. 
l~O MP2 :;; M .. 2 152. 
Dil 160 I .:; ~lr2, EN 154. 
HCI,!-2) " O.OEO 155 • 
IF C I . EO. MPZ) GO ~O 160 156. 
H(I,I-3) " c). c)£c) J57. 
160 CONTINUE 158. 
DOUBLE OR STEP INVOLVfNG ROWS l TO EN AND I 
r / ;:;'~~=L-~'-7 ->1 __ " ··i~:~~~i-L~,//. _' , __ " ,.. ./.~ ~~ -' ..-.. ~ .. :-:-..-:-~ .. .,... ,-/ ---\ /,,-i/ ' ...... 
'~a'1 C COLUl1NS M TO EN 
DO 260 K = H, NA 
NOTLAS " K • NE. NA IS1 • 
162 • IF (K 
. Eo. HI GO TO 170 
183. .... P ;;: HCK,K-l) 
(] '" HCI(·h ,K-l I 164. 
R ;: O.OEO 185. 
166. IF (NOTLt"iS) R '" HeK+2,K'-1) 167. i{ :; A8S(P) + ABSe!) 
-+ A8S <1< ) 
IF 0: 
.EQ. O.OEO) GO TO ?GO 
169. P '" P I i( 
11 ::; C I ;: 170. 
R=R/)( 171. 
170 B = SIGN( SORTCP*P+OeO+R*R),P) 1'72. 
IF (K 
.[0. H) GO TO lSC 
174. --.I H ( K , f~" 1 ) . "'S it )( 
175 • 
..... 
GO TO 190 
176. 180 IF (~ • NE. HI H(" ,K-l) " "H(I, ,1\-1) 1 77 • 1 EIO P .;. P + S 
178. , >(=PIS 
179. t·:' Y = f) I S 
180. 
-:.1 
~( ZZ '" R I 5 
18l. a :; 0 I P 
1.12. R - I~ / P 1;:;3. C 
C ROW MODIFICArION 
DO 211) J " 1<. /II 135. P :.: H(K.J) 
-to (] It H(K.,1.J) 18G. rr (.NOT. NOTLAS) GO TO 2C~ 187. P :.: P + R * H(K+2,J) 188. H (:<+2. J) = HCK+2,J) - p, M z~ 189. ~'I)O HeK+l.J) . , HeK+l,J) .-'p it V 190 • H(K • .I) 
.. H (K, J I -p • >: : 91. 210 CONTINUE 
192. C 










I / I r / ; 
>,~/ f I 
. / 
" /' 
/, 1:, I l ., -, ! I I I , /' I I I i / I I , r' ( • ! ~~~_''''''3''~''''*'''''''''''' ,.J. r .... '+1 "" ........ _~_.~ •• ~'H .• ' 
C 
I' e COLlJl1N (100 IF' 1 CAT 1 eJN ; 
1)0 230 I 
'" 
1 I .1 lEIS. 
... P"XtIHI,fO + y. H(J"'~f1) Hi 7 • 
IF e.NOT. HOllAS. GO fo 270 tSB. 
P ~ P • ZZ - H(l,K+Z' if]fJ. 
He! "'H::I ... IH 1 ".;.·2, f' ~ " ZI)I) • 
27" ff( 1 ,Kt 1 , .., HCJ,K~l) f'I 11 II 201 • 
HIli K) ~ He 1 , K) - I' ;W2. 
ZJO CorH JNU£ 203. 
C 
C ACCUl1ULATE I J?AN9F ORMAr lOtJS 
lW 250 1 " UJIoJ, 1GB 205. 
p - X ~ Z<I,tO + '( * ZCfrlOl) 208. 
-.., IF C."OT. HOTlAS) GO TO 240 207. 
{,Q p ~ p ~ ZZ * Z(:,K+7.) 201l. 
zeI,"' .... !, ,. Z(f ,K+2) - Pit f( 209. 
240 Z(t,K+1) ~ Z(I,K+l) - P * 0 210 • 
2(I,K) .. Z(J,K) 
- P 211-
750 COtH INUE 212. 
c: 213. 
ZW) CONT I NU£ 214. 
C 21Z. 
GO TO .71) 216. 
C 
(; ONE Roor FOUlW 
'2 If) /I (1':::.:' I £to 1# }{ t T :na. 
f,H( (EI4 ) 
- IHEtl,£1.;~ :1a. 
H [ CErO " O.OU) 221). 
[1'1 z. Nfl 221. 
WI TO GO 222. 
/: 
r: TWO rWfJT5 FOUND 
:?(JO P " ('I - ';'! / ~.(JEO 221,. 
n ;:; p " P T J,.j 2Z~. 
..... 

































z;; • d .. W:-3' I , Z i' IJ • (N3 II) Z 
~NJ'I'Z • ~ f 77 • n • (~N'l)Z 
~ ~)'J I J 'l ., Z Z 
H!H I mn ., ! I) 1 c: 00 
SNO f 1 vr,W(JJ~;f,;Jj!! ( ... J, ~nmsn:JJf;f 
:anrH INOJ ooe 
l:: If d ' (In ' I ) H , f) ,. ~ N"3 I I ) H 
IN3'lJH. d+ ZZ • D ~ I~N'I)H 
eVf,/'I:H" 2Z 
N3 • 1 .: I OOC 1)(1 
NOIIVJl JIOOW NWnlOJ 
Jfltl I HIDJ VHZ 
l Z j! d - (r' tJ:3 'H * 0 - (f" N 3' H 
C r 'N3)1i ., d t ZZ II iJ" ,r' vtn H 
! r qJH) H ." 2 Z 
N 'Vtl - r (lGZ WI 
NO 1 HJJ U I amI t'1O;'J 
ZZ / ", 
),} /. 2Z ,. 1) 
~J/!<"',J 
'Z2~ZZ~K'X'1~DS H 
PJN' N3 ) H " )~ 
0;30"0 ": CNJ)1t1 
~,]tJ") " (\J~nu-; 
v R CN3'~W 1030"0 "3N" ZZ' ~1 
PJN HJt1 '" (N3 HJt1 
22 + Y. - CVNHJt'1 
Id'ZZ'NUID • d ~ ~2 
I 
',I ' . i I 
III {' i"i'/ '-'I 
• ~ 1 V d -I') 3 ~ 
(lU: o,t on «(130' (I "11" [» :H 
~'f ... "J~ ." j , 
; ~. ,'t,· "', { 
'r.r ,r" 
1 .. ,', " (VN' Vt~ ) If 
(N3 I N3 Hi n X 
1 + X • IN3'N3'H 
/ y 
" .' / 
, 
j 
" i / 
.. ' , ~'." ...... ,f,'. ' 
,".I ' 
.... ( , //'1 
. ~ .. 
~. y:~·,:::t 
:' l' ~ r 



































,~ • I I 
J. ~,/ 
., .'''''''' .. , I"~ " 
'. . ' ... 
" 
;, " ...... \. . 
:310 CONTINUE 
00 TO 33(.1 
COMPLEX PAIR 
:320 WR (NA) '" Xl+ P 
WR(EN) II X + p 
~JI (NA) ... Zl. 
141 (EN) II -ZZ 
330 EN '" ENt12 
Ci(J 'ro GO 
.-',~.. "--'1 I' ' ! 
I 
r ~,,~, ... 
..-"." 
'I, 't 






VECTORS OF UPPER TRIANGULAR FORM 
340 IF (INUM.EO.l) RETURN 
NORM"'O.O£O 
K ,. 1 
[)(I 3BO 1 '" t, N 
DO 350 J JI, y., N 
350 NDRI1.NORM+ABS(HeJ,J) 
K ~ r 
lBO CONTiNUE 
IF (NORM .EO. 0.O(0) GO TO lOOl 
C 
C FOR ENaN STEP -1 UNTIL 1 DO --
c 
DO 1300 NN " ., N 
EN .. N .. j - NN 
P .. WR(EN) 
o .. WI(EN) 
NA - EN .. J 


























I' v I ,~ / / '/ /\ :l-
.: J ~" 






























.~~~~(~ ~~: /( ~.l f '{.' 
I" 0, •• ''': <, J.~f'" -:(- -~ "" .... :~; ~/r " .'s.. ... / '" ( 
/ .' " 










M ,. EN 
HCEN,EN) = 1.0EO 
IF eNA .EG. 0) GO TO 800 
FOR IuEN-l STEP -1 UNTIL 1 DO --, 
no 700 tl = 1, NA 
1 " EN - II 
W " tHI,J) - P 
R " H' I. EN l 
IF (N .GT. HAl GO TO 620 
DO 610 J ~ N, NA 
R ~ R + HCr,J) * HeJ,EN) 
IF (WI (I) .OE. O.OEO) CiO TO 631) 
ZZ .l l-J 
5 " R 
GO TO '/1)1) 
t1 ,. I 
IF nu (I) .NE. 0.0(0) GO TO 640 
T ,. W 
r F (~l • CG. (). OEO) T - t1M:H[ P • NonN 
H ( r ,UO - -r~ / T 
f;O TO ;,,0'1 
C SOLVE REAL EOUATiON5 
G40 A " II Cl , r q ) 
Y ;;; H(bl,J) 
G50 
700 
o & (Wnll' - P) • CWRII' - P) • Wf'J~ • WIC') 
T ,; {A I£)" ZZ .. H) / fI 
II( L£t4) - T 
IF ( A8S(X) .LE. ACS(ZZ" GO TO G50 
"cc+t,c'Jn ... (-J~< 14 til T) ! 1. 
GO TO 70() 
HC!t1.LNl 
CONTINUE 
































/ !, f 
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~. ~ , "~ e ; ~ , • .. J, ~. '~ ''', ' ,/ ~ /~, ....... ~ •• , s. ".~~~ ... ~ • I ' r / ' ."/ /. ,', . \ , '..',/" t -" / • . ! , ,\" :,':' , ;-~ "'-:., . "':,~"><~, ,: >' L.c_ '~':;:;.",'_:'~ "" . ~;'., r" I. 
• ' ' • '': c * ., ~ • ' / ,," " , ,. ~ . _ c>lf- .' , I , 













END REAL VECTOR 
GO TO 800 











LAST VECTOR COMPONENT CHOSEN IMAGINARY SO THAT 
EIGENVECTOR MATRIX IS TRIANGULAR 
IF ( ABS(HCEN,NA) .L.,.. ABSCHCNA,EN») GO TO 720 
HCNA,NA) " 0 1 H(EN,NA) 
H(NA,EN) = -CH(EN,EN) - P) 1 H(EN,NA) 
GO TO 730 
23 = CMPLXCO.OEO,-HCNA,EN» I CMPLX(HCNA,NA)-P,O) 
HCNA,NA) " T3( 1) 
H(NA,EN) ~ T3(2) 
H(EN,NA) - O.OEO 
H(EN,EN) ~ 1.0EO 
ENM2 ;. NA - 1 
IF (ENN2 .EO. 0) GO TO 80J 
DO 7S0 II ~ 1, ENM2 
I " NA - I! 
W-/-i(l,I/-P 
RA ;:. t). 1)[(, 
SA :: H(I,EN) 
riO 7(1) .I '" M, NA 
r~A· 111\ + H(f"n- II(J,NA) 
SA '" SA + H ( J , J) • /I ( J , EN) 
CONTINUE 
IF 0-/1 (r) .ClE. li.(J[I~~ no HJ 'I'll) 
I.Z .e' v. 
H - rtA 






































l10 TO 7fW 
r1 = 1 
... ;,.,:..!-' 
, ,,-~' 
IF (WI (I) .NE. O.(lEO) GO TO 780 
Z3 ~ CMPLX(-RA,-SAJ / CNPLXCW,O) 
~;(r,NAl = T3(1) 
H ( 1 , E"N ) = T3 ( ::: ) 
GO TO 790 
-'~"'. "'~. 
C SOLVE COMPLEX EGUAT!ONS 
'7LJO i(:; H(I,I+ll 
Y :; HeI+l,I) 
t.IR :: (WR ( I) .- P) * (WR ( I) - P) + WI ( I) * WI C I) - G * 0 
VI :; (WRCI) - P) * 2.0EO * G 
/' 
IF (VR .EO. O.OEO .AND. VI .EG. O.OEO) VR :; MACHEP * NORM 
* ( ABSew) + ABSCG) t ABSeX) + ABS(Y) + ABSezz» 
23· CMrLKeK*R-Z:*RA+a~SA,X*S-ZZ*SA-G*RA) I CMPLxeVR,VI) 
H ( I , NA> '" T3 ( 1 ) 
H ( r , EN) :; T3 ( Z ) 
IF C ABS(iO .LE. 
H( 1+1 ,NA> J. (-RA 
Hi I+1,EN) :; ('-SA 
GO TO 7E11) 
ABfi(ZZ, t A8SCG» GO TO 785 
- W • H(!,HA) + 0 * Hel,EN» / X 
- W ~ Hel,EN) - G ~ HCI,NA» / X 
23:; CMPLXe-R-Y*HCI,NA),-S-V*H(J,EN» / CMPU: (ZZ, G) 
c 
II ( 1+1 , Nr. i • 1:J ( 1 i 
HCI+l,EN) ~ T3(Z) 
CONTINUE 
C END COMPLEX VECTOR 
800 CONTINUE 
C 
C END BACK SUBSTITUTION. 
C VECTORS or ISOL~TED ROOTS 
DO 841) I '" 1, N 
IF (I .GE. L.0l-1 .AND. I .LE. lOti) Gll TO 81\0 
C 


























• I '\ 
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820 Z(I,J) '" HCI.J) 
840 CONTINUE 
8GO 
MULTIPLY BV TRANSFORMATION MATRIX TO GIVE 
IVECTORS OF ORIGINAL FULL MATRIX. 
FOR J=N STEP -1 UNTIL LOW DO -- :::::::~:: 
DO 880 JJ = LOW. N 
J = N + LOW - JJ 
M ; MINO(J.IGH) 
DO 880 I .. LOW, IGH 
ZZ = 0.1)£0 
DO 860 K ; LOW, M 
ZZ ~ ZZ • Z(I,~1 • H(K,J) 
Z ( I. ,I) ., 22 
880 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1001 
e ~ SET ERROR -- NO CONVERGENCE 10 AN 
C 'E:tiU.J1)(1LUE M~TEr~ 3(1 llUUtllClNS 
1000 IERR = EN 
1001 RETURN 
C 
~ LAST CARD OF HGR2 
END 
END OF F H.E 
mt, 
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nAST ARI-I-l OLD DATA SYMETRIC ROOT L.OCIJS 


























I). I). I) • 













































o. O. 0. 
o. ,0. .2250000000000E+04 -.2978181000000E+05 



































.. __ .. \-.,_. ", -. ,--.-.. "-... 
. \ . 
.....• ~ •• _ ... ,,_ ........ __ ~.,.... ___ .~...-,.~ •.• _~ .. ~ .ri"'. _. ____ ~,..._.... •. ' ... "'~- •• "".-.~.~.------.-- .•.. ..-__ "'~ ___ ~_. 
....... . 
\ • "* \ .- . -'---1IIIIIJIf ,-.... .kWi .MmM.<.k i;;"'J$4dIU"~ 
o. O. .2250000000000£+07 -.2976191000000£+08 
-.1632200000000E+OG -.215G364000000£+10 -.2880000000000£+07 -.3364000000000E+04 










o. O. O. 
O. O. O. 
O. ,1000000000000E+Ol 0. 
O. O. 
O. .1660500000000£+07 -.2196428958000£+08 
-.159138GG32000E~/O -.2125440000000E+07 • 1237826000000E+04 




f) • o. 
o. O. o. O. 
.1000000000000£+01 O. O. 
0. 
(I. O. 
O. O. .IB60~00000000E+07 -.2196428958000E+08 
-.1204563600000(i06 -.1581386632000[i/0 -.2125440000000£+07 .1237626000000£+04 
O. .lS68000000QOOE.03 O. -.8720209000000£+05 
-.7678000000000£+02 O. O. 





















































o :::,!' 0:'" ;0 &"'" 
t") ." 
f ..... 11'.., 
__ t, 
-;"'1 {.t 





















T , , 
.92038178144383E-01-.11654315425123£-01-.12552934386926£+00 .12891616531590E+00 
-.16731513315278£+00-.54906550467819E-Ol .1123224219~525E+00-.339~15D9aZI190E-01 
.25661250398087E+00 .23728743975749E+00 .10118167346036£-02 
.58621245839080E+00-.25110777647203E+Ol • 12924344SSS3S9E+Ol-.12036863230G93E+Ol 
.H3S69732004162~400 • 16822540652744E+01-. 17036101994468£+01 .14169123542322£+01 
, .• 92846728342097E+00 .16730880244924E+00 .70324918680479£.,+01) 




.78438629650588E+QO .85388101539840£+00 .40709346637868E-Ol-.72162702782854E-Ol 
.15688021898916£+01-.16164745278093E+OO .53470199487151£+00 
-.24668332015848E+01-.60638874363625E+OO .55945127470874E+00 .18181892918152E+00, 
·'.52778083708534E+OO-.97664803542814E+00-.52223372084092E-Ol .27506887432007[+00, 
-.16856864889228E+Ol .15347589086946E400-.29197826878675E+00 
·-.55198340125432E+00··.502362110614~OE+00 .71023294701155E+00 .47708432806360£+00 
-.479509901767G4E+QO .55401111151138[+00-.15709235810732[+00 .75165332848883E-Ol 
-.651739362G2130E+00-.928S188094~~70E-Ol .82061746183354E+00 
-.98498704386806[100-.G70868586~58G2E-Ol .23079295837717£+00 .81651303150363£+00, 
-.80585146886538E+00 .J27D7302183GIOE.OO-.25000025732607E.00 .51424268736672£+00 
-.98314303748178E+00 .26285576308888[+00 .24G80836427240E+00 
-.43482670248G82E-Iu0 .54066781253081E1n~-.44241813851027E+OO-.J8435588782G69£+00 
• t 42282 1 FJG532:J~J[" i . ,.-, • ~'\1 1 !J:lGO')033? 4 1 F -II '" • 11,.1l G069831 -14 3E +(l1 - .27(,0782 4 ~l6 1862E +01 
.' . 312381 034GZ3~J3£'h' I ... JI:J(j!:l4 78:YI48:)~j3E .. (,(, -. 2G 1:36 J 454 G 1 874£ +0(1 
-.73850081031787[400 .115053151552J3£-01 .66818583743035E+00 .24156012804542E+00 






















" ,,, fI' 
t' ....... '::--' .. ;, .• t. 
-al 
/, 






















--. -./ ( / 
·'.23410501323667£+01 .34748537215446E+Ol .50723884273585E+01-.10943066566818E+01 
• 15902336097438E+01-.48312822837527E+Ol-. 1657473644188 3E+01 
-.87174673039796£+03 .99147694Z11E~4E+Ol .19220949940156E+02-.48600103690884£+02 
.52555295375289£+02 .65457822999557E+Ol-.10691198275147E+02 .18073525856157£+01 
.47459335700241E+Ol-.106618S4551282E+02 .58666755885648£+00 
.441054 95080696E\+ 02-.7341)2818870111 £+01-. 17079964340348£+02 • 484859802E10 144£+02 
-.41808640328354E+02-.43472723397828E+Ol-.2902570SS91103E+02 .21615742060457E+01 
.53562940758184£-01-.59176413859617£+02 .1467450(S61756E~02 
-.27824757927811E+03 .18677888843847£+02 ~31508S88S1460GE+02-.11441377471712E+03 
.11188844608313£+03 .40186091283616£+0,-.24260696859121E+02 .66174521656123£-01 
-.35800731261411£+~1 .36301360315489(+02-.17112351187734£+02 
.74055513182824E+02-.13795G41143187E+02-.25020512271378£+02 .99168037671441£+02 
-.964409270847UO£+02 .78331550042085£+00 .28348305943109E+02-.57223026050397£+00 
.46'+67135474532£+1) 1-. 3287305 1418308E·~02 • 14543137733572E+02 
.66989540899283£+02-.5620944240557~E+Ol-.62799B71302191£+01 .13058769682840£+01 
-.214682084222GOE+Ol-. 10389841389754E+02-. 134453273314 60E+02 .2191D9065Sa037E+Ol 
'-.10486885851200£+02 .27467G13664136E+OZ-.B1563482557343£+01 
.39322618384221£+03-.14753187903035£+02-.14044618255786E+02 .13588717047707E+02 
.'. 12875803754839£+Q2-. 10993241586604E+02-.48960419563 177£+02 .90877047842612£+01 
-.8932E874537793£+01 .17080693041715E+02 .15960474637868£+01 
-.42032063698222£+02 .52919142777412E101-.383233054576S8E+01 .17269267355304£+01 
-.S596791a611850E+OO-.6451B6896B3G78E~OO-,2'177438572e96E+00-.43105767851042E+Ol 
-.68084836285713E+01~.866989342G6578E+Ol-.8347052524a781E+01 
• 119784575:574 20[ I";; ... ~'in3:Jn7:mG!5D4 82E t ,' ... ' • (;U\ID426 7! 87S64E+O 1 .42471 838H:;Z885E+ 01 
- • 52::'>5~! 7628 788Gt:JEi -t u 1·· , 107:371 70JGG 134E •• )2- • 14 193557067264E+02-. 397841 c)46!~35C)9E+OO 
,.' , 1683333441 7783EilJ2 • JG576S515F12823E·I o:~ - . 1462B9350 1 6361)E+02 
-.40227748361018£+03 .B5093469503G75E.Ol .63575844580278E+Ol .70327528698101£+00 
.376826422569GGE+Ol .156161.43623346E+02 .30024356332322£+02-.10222673005792£+02 
.21379G48759334E+{'2-.8808455660e14GE+O~ .11716314064118E+02 
• 1304328S358681E+OJ-.10300578229145E+02-.12D4178476390lE+02 .20334411014025E+02 
.• 1873821732387BE+O~-.165050337GOI)S8E+02-.25068637168307E+02 .'81G~GG0858281E+OO 
-.13153465477671E+02 .G8077319107801E+Ol-.5~73e00922G153E+Ol 
'·'.54844 2862(,2873E-+ ... :;:·, . 4 147881738174 i.E HI 1 - ,G'15;;~350 1424803£-:+01 .270G35093!:J83GGE+02 
- • 2808571 1242 n 1 E + .:0': •• 0(548733:if, 441 :i n:-- •. ! .:2 4 1 J :37 7:6 n(II)8E" 02·· • 2563701 971EJS4 OOE of 01 
• 22~iOG 71)38 7JG81JC: .. II I - • J480£G 1 88G59::1"JI; II) I • ~2 ~1ll(14 (i035 7fJ2 4:1t: ,t I) 1 
_. ~HH 378387 7:l77~;[·1 I.'" ' • 1171 8::HJG:J 1 D5~!/E ,It I:: . ~ 242738'1 OBc)OG 1 [: ,I (,2 • 17488317[1:52989[+ 03 
~i 
--oe o~ gf! 
.0 Wfl 
C ··'" 
" ~ ,~) 
.- l'1 
-. 
-. -0<. {.-') 
. ~.~.;' 
\ 






I! -., ,. _., 
j . .:, ", '" '." 
" 
....... \ 
~ I '-, 
1 
.. 








"'_, • f~ 
...... '~, \ '\ '" 
." \ 
" :/ < '. , '''.. --. 
., . . I \ __ _ 
.. ,: ... "''''''''''''''''j~.'''' .. ,' "'''-'~''N~''4t>''hP'''~M,it''''''}l''iiIliiil~''''$!'',"''''M'''''''''''''''_~"~_ 
-.19147263672297E+03 .19383002326155£+01 .118861GB37478SE+03 .15340703039825£+02 
-.1284S504932573E+03 .62S35253288S03E+03-.14220SB95S2270E+03 
• 14421 I) 1 8'867905E-I 03 • S0770051431441)E+0 1-. 70G097705514G4E+0 1 .621113272£17042E+02 
'-.84817446688314E+02-.187162SS087I)02E+02 .11378028987870E+Ol .20825246022889E+02 
".1304615272G081E+03 .58312342897197E-I03-.10484618271959E+03 
-.13604205427455E+04-.28585816285834E+Ol .80837596312301E+OO-.4282G868S81150E+02 
.61 780568634 494~+02 . 1 7575822673083E +02 • 18148G00841254E+O 1,- • 13071 6728~)2438E+02 
.740670BG46687SE+02-.2882482S288366E+03 .50561039434504E+0? 
.51018275664745E+03 • 100381583(13:5381: +tl 1- . 4286204 24812Z0E+() 1 .63584 787312663E+<)2 
-.83328438249438E+02-.14755691865287(+02 .2423251820G760E+v~ .12688151825561E+02 
-.83955944402628E+02 .3G02567391GG25EtOJ-.G7134500147037E+02 
.2730S530225092ET03-.33584056013845E+Ol-.22166280281548E+Ol .17190279426658E+02 
-.17284375578391E~0:-.205394740G7585E401 .4C401785661G68E+Ol .26784476680938E+Ol 
-.216G6840007385E+01-.3191882 1 889603E101-.66269949589385E+Ol 
• 15523866166556E+04-.80016805027577E+00-.26978881G48732£+01 .57178179578803E+Ol 
-.879G8204414007E-I01-.670S3BU576G076E+Ol-.28980443003465E+02 .85881396921185E+Ol 
-.86888760714758E+Ol .23549282088882E+02 .10447108389754E+02 
'-.19224108495903E+03 .45528502187516E+Ol .96878819476809E+00-.17534589022224E+02 
.lS77S115193230E+02-.56185758037244E+Ol-.11666867470484£+02 .14238848188137E+Ol 
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-2.02 65::1.35 655.36 105.0S .1,)')31 
-2 _,)2 
-655.35 GS5.Jb If" .l'U .00:1I 
-·108.10 356.64 ~4'::.11 B6.91 .7528 
-4('8.10 '356.64 541:'.11 6G.9:? .7!lZB O~ 136.'):; ~33.:JI 55".59 Ga.2S -.2471 ~-'& 136.05 -533.51 5:'10. ~HJ eB.:.'a -.2471 
"0 t;!:! 
-10.65 498.42 40C.77 79.G5 .0375 oz 
-10.G5 -49G.42 491 ... J7 79.65 .':·315 o :J;' 
. 3.96 450.a7 459.09 73. '/4 .I)OS6 ,J ,'" -
-3.9B -459.07 45!J,89 73.74 • (':)Sfi 
,0"0 
-3.04 414.33 414.35 CiG.44 .0')05 Co " 
-3.94 ·414.J3 414.35 6h.Il" .0095 "'.~ i'" 
-110.94 359.6') :1'16.33 611.34 .2949 ~ .l 
-I! O. 04 -359.60 1 J6.:U 60.34 .::946 
-12.8') 307.5:': 3.)7.7D 49.35 
.'HI6 ~;; 
-~ lZ. 8e. 'If. I • !'l.' 3vJ. I~I 4t1.35 .0416 
-110.84 ':_01./.3 2!l4 • .::~. 40.7G .4675 
-118.S4 -'::1:4.73 ::-4 .. :Z 40.76 .4675 
-1.45 254.7S 254.7B 40.05 .(.057 
-I. 45 ·254.78 254. '10 40.0S .(1)57 
-3.')<) ::')2.76 :0:::.78 32.51 .0148 
-3,(11) '::02.76 2(,2 .. 79 32.51 .0146 
-141.44 0.')') 141.44 22.68 I. ')')00 
-19.50 146.45 14'1.75 23.SB .132') 
-H).51) -HS.4:} 147.75 23.GB .1320 
-S.47 11:5.79 1:::6.15 20.23 .0751 
-s.·n .. 1<:5.79 ! <:6.15 ::-l • • ~J .0751 
-2.01 1 t) 1.4(. 101.42 IS.2u .OISf! 
-z .1)1 -II) I. '10;1 101.42 16.26 .':·190 
-78.84 0.00 73.64 1/:,131 1.')000 
-:33.60 bD.IiS 7S. DO 12.17 .4427 
-33 .. 6 1) -GO. (.6 15. !l') 12.17 .4427 
\ 
~ IliI! .. 
, . ~~ " .. -'-",.~ '-... -. ..-..-., ............ ~~~.~" ... 
-------l 
. f 
0 39.61 34.0' 52.23 0.37 .7564 
-39.61 
-34.0:) !l2.Z3 9.37 
.'1584 
-Z.OO 0.00 ;:.O~) .J2 1.0000 
-36.39 292.79 .195.30 47.35 
.1300 
-30.39 
-292.79 :!9:5.Ju 47.3:5 .1300 
THE GAIN FACTOR • .5(11) 
I 
EIGENVA~U£S COMPUTED. EAROR CODE- I) 
AE~L PART IMAGINARY PART FREIlUENCY FREQUENCy OAI'H'ING FACTOR 
RAD/GEC RAD/SEC RAD/SEC CYCLE/SEC 
-108IZ.44 0).0') IOS12.H 1733.67 1.00(11) 
263.79 3716.91 372G.26 597.47 
-.0708 
263.70 
-371&.01 3726.26 5£17.47 
-.070B 
-2634.3~ 0.00 2634.35 422.39 1.0000 
1145.00 0.00 1145.90 183.73 
-1.0000 00 
'.0 -1670.04 0.00 1670.04 2119.05 1.000') 'Tl:U 
'" 
-239.51 1::38.03 1261.56 202.28 
.18S1 
-0 0 
-2J8.51 ··1230.03 1261.50 Z02.Z0 .1091 0:::; 
-1176.06 O.OU 1176.06 Hl9.57 I.OO~)O o :t; 
-688.79 245.S7 731.29 117.25 .9419 ;>J ( .. 
-6aa.79 -Z45.67 731. ::S t 17.25 .9419 ,() .:, 
-Z.02 655.30 655.30 105.07 .0031 r.::.: :'.'. 
-2.02 -655.3(, 655.30 105.07 .0031 :.-..... ! i 
\3~i .94 533.7\ 5:50.75 89. :11 -.2169 ~~.: ~. j 
135.9~ . ~i33. 7! ='~\I). ,:-. aB.3! -.2468 .. ~ ........ 
-410.30 364.61 ~;:;:;,. 5S 69.('9 .7546 .. , :"J 
·'419.3') ·.164.61 ~~'~', \~~~ 8S.('9 .'546 
-It!. :>4 ·1 ~I'; • G~J o1!).' • " ,j 79.69 .')3'/3. 
-10.54 .. 4::lG .69 -l:J I.',J 79.69 .1)373 




-46('.36 4(;11. J I 73.82 .0('66 
-3.91 ~14.J4 4\4 . .16 66.44 ,I)O!)4 
-3.91 '·41'1.34 414.36 66.H .0(.04 
-DEL 94 37~). 08 :lSI. 'I') 61.15 .2332 
-68.94 -370.68 :161.4.> 61. IS .2332 
-1::.65 31)7.24 31"'1. :"1 49.31 • ')'11 I 
-12.65 ··30'1.24 ,')"1.51 49. :11 .0411 
·'1.44 ;:S4.n :::'4.70 40.85 .,:,,:':;;7 
-1.44 -~!:i4.77 ::54.7B 4').85 .00:>7 
-87.7El ::::7.G~ 243.98 39.l: .3598 
-87.'16 ,2:7.64 243.90 :l9.12 .:>:598 
-3.71 2",Z.77 21)2.0 t ) 32.S2 .Ole3 
-3.71 .. :n7.7'J ':::02.0'. 3Z.5~ .0183 
,1. 
. .. --> .... ,. ',""-... '._'.' ....... --::iII 
I, 





















''':JEl. :33 :<:B2.79 
-3B.33 '292.79 
nlE GAIN FACTOR • 1.000 
EIGENVALUES COMPUTED. ERROR COOE-




















. 19.12 497. t',~i 
-.75 4G').GI 
-.75 -46".61 
,3. ,H 414.33 
-3.04 ".41·L3J 
13U.ll 22 ~ 1S I • ,)I)ot) 
1:"3. I~' 24.'5 .1:.>03 
153.1:? 24.55 .15·)3 
135.41 :<:1.71 .')41(' 
;3::;.'11 ZI.71 .0410 
1')1.44 IG.2G .0192 
101.44 16.:6 .0192 
0.) .G';' 12.92 1.000') 
66.45 10.65 .5.695 
66.4~ 1').65 .5695 
49. s;~ 7.79 .SI2S 
4fl. 5(' 7.70 .6126 
:.t)0 .J:? 1.1)000 
2!l5. JI) 47.35 .1300 
295.3') 47.35 .130e) 
0 
FftEGUENCY FREGUENCY DAMPING FACTO~I 
RAD/SEC CYCLE/GEC 
H.BI Z. 44 1733.67 1.0000 
'::726.25 597.47 -.070a 
3726.25 597.47 -.070a 
2833.39 422.24 1.0000 
1737.35 276.57 1.000') 
1267.56 203.::4 .1793 
1267. ~}L ;ZCl.24 .1793 
I! 4". 2: 11l3.?a -1.0(01) 
97:,.3!J 158.39 .9393 
97:1.39 156.39 .8363 
01)3.09 I ZiJ. 91 1.000() 
G~S.:':I" 10:5.')G .0031 
65~.::0 103.06 .0031 
:;6.1 72 90.39 .7586 
~t;J. 72 90.39 .750G 
!\Jl.1",.' aa.37 ".2463 
~15 t .1:: 99.37 -.2463 
4~J. JiJ 79.75 .0364 
4U 1.;)0 79.75 .0364 
~60.GI 73.05 .vOIG 
'lUI). GI 73.95 .0016 
414.34- <36.401 •• )093 
·114.34 66.44 ,lll',93 
'i 
" L' 
~. - - --~=~~ 
! 
\ 
-57.::15 ::I7::1.a~ :)79.32 Go.GG .1516 
-:57.3:5 -::173.9::> 370.:32 riO.66 
.1:516 MIZ.OB 306.49 Jl)G.72 49.10 .0394, 
"'1;:.00 -306.46 306.12 49.10 .0384 
"1.43 254.76 ':54.76 40.85 • (1\)58 
-1.43 
-254.75 254.713 41.>.U5 .1.>0:56 
-54.07 237.23 243.31 39.01 .2Z22 
-54.07 
-237.23 243.31 39.c:..l ~~""., 
• .. 44 .. 
-5.48 21'·1.~~ ':1.> I . :1(' . ]2.2a • ,)'.0': 
"5.olD -201.2:: .21)1.3i .• J2.2a • c.12?"· 
-136.03 \).00 136. c):J 21.81 1 • 01~"jc., 
-20. n. 161.53 164.v7 26.31 .175;'; 
-;Z0.75 
-161.53 164 •• ,7 26.31 .175': 
-5.79 142.03 14::.15 22.79 •• )4t)7 , 
-5.7S -142.03 142. I:) 22.79 .tH07 
-I. 91 101.43 101.45 16 • .27 
.0100 
-1.81 'IIH .43 101.45 1E1. 7.7 .0108 
,-02.01 0.00 02.01 13.15 1.000') 
-45,.10 51.63 GB.GI 11.00 .GSS5 
-45.18 
-51.63 GIl.hl 1 1 .0).) 
.656:5 
-16.93 33.13 37.21 5.97 .4549 
.... 
-IG.ll;) 
-J3.13 37.21 5.97 .• 4549 ~O 0 -2.\)') O.ot) Z.UO .32 1.0000 .... 
.;U 
-39,.39 292.79 295.30 47.35 .1300 ~n -3B.39 "2S2.79 7.95. J.;. 47 .. J5 .130') 0;:: 
... ;U ,~! 
. THE OAIN FACTOR. 2.000 
'0':/ 
EIGENVALUES COMPUTED. ERROR CODC. 0 
REAl. I'M' "1tHi I Nt_ltY p,.'''~ r FREQUENCY FREQUENCY DAMPING FACTOR 
RAD/6EC fMO/SEC RAO/SEC CYCLE/GEC 
-1001 Z. 44 1i.I)O 10)812.44 1733.67 1.00(10 
263.01 371S.an 3726.24 591.47 -.0109 
263.91 -3716.99 3726.24 597.47 -.070D 
-2631.41 0.00 2G31.41 421.92 1.0000 
-1El12.64 1).00 181;;:.64 Z90.64 1.000,0 
1146.86 ').0)') 1146.86 193.88 -1.0000 
-200.12 1262.8:1 1:;:'/9.a8 :;:05.22 .16:0:8 
-20e.l:;: ·1262.S:; 1279.a8 205.22 .162(1 
-lOI4.:n 553.18 1155.3Z IGS.24 .8779 
-1014.27 
-553.18 1155.32 HiS.24 .8779 
-70S.9El 0.1)0 709.90 1S:3.84 1.0000 
-2.10 655.,OG 65:,)'.06 105;03 .0032 
-2.10 G55.0S 655.1',6 105.03 .0032 
~ 1:/ 




-432.61> 367.6(' 567.G9 91.VZ .7620 
-432.60 
-367.6" ~;67. 69 91.02 .7S:W 
135.5a 53:1.1' 552.06 6.J.52 -.2456 
135.:39 -53S.15 552.06 89.52 -.245':; 
-17.32 '597.01 487.31 79.74 .0348 
-17.32 -487.1>1 4£17.31 7B.74 .1>349 
2.05 457.65 457.G6 7l.la " .O~)G4 
2.95 -457.65 457.66 73.38 .• 0064 
-3.75 414.09 414.11 GS.IIO .1>090 . 
-3.75 -414.09 414.11 GIL 40 . .0090 
-9.24 361.74 361.66 59.0.? .0255 
-9.24 
-361.74 3Gl.06 S9.1i2 .')255 
-6. 17 ::10:'.!.81 305.87 49.04 .O~t): 
-6.17 -305.01 305.87 4a.04 .1)4':1>2 
-31.79 27::" 1 El 2 77 4002 44.42 .1147 I -31.10 -:n5.19 277.02 44.42 .1147 
-1.38 254 .• 80 254.81 40.88 • OO~J.1 I -1.38 -254.80 254.81 40.66 .0054 ··2.G8 198.6S 198.71 31.06 .0133 -2.68 -199.69 198.71 31.810 .0135 -134.04 t.l.00 134.84 ~l.GZ 1.0000 ..... -40.06 . J64.96 169.94 27.25 .2405 I 0 -40.66 -154.96 169.94 27.25 .2405 N -7.09 144.33 144.~,4 23.18 .0546 
\ -7.89 ·-144.33 144.::;4 23.113 • ~)546 
-1.89 11)1.44 1(11.46 16,::7 .0197 
-1.89 -101.44 101.48 IS. :;:-, .0187 
-82.99 0.00 82.a8 13.29 1.0000 
-47.78 51.01 GD.SO 11.21 .SS3B 
-47.79 -51.01 69.99 11.21 .6BJG 
-9.71) 28.41 28.14 4.51 .!l447 
-9.70 -Z6.41 :H. t 4 4.51 .3447 
- 1.99 1.1.0'.1 I .U~ .32 1.0000 
-38.39 29Z.79 lOS. JI) 47.l5 .1300 
-38.3!:! ··;:92.7!l 295. JI) 47.35 .1300 
THE ZEROS ARE LOCATED AT: 
REAL PART IMAGINAfiY PART 
R"'~(SEC RAD/SEC 
-11034.93 0.00 
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